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If You Believe In Individual Enterprise,
Say So Often. In The Leader
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Monday's 92 Hottest
Here; Rain Is Needed
While Paducah's US Engineers
reported a temperature of 108
monday, the season's hottest day
to date, the official government
gauge here registered only 92,
A. M. Harvill reported. Sunday
the local gauge registered 91.
Rain is needed on corn and to-
bacco, J. F. Graham said, tho
crops are not suffering much
yet. Much hay has been cut and
baled the last 10 days during
which dry weather has pre-
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cises To Be Held Sunday
Night, Picnic Friday
The Daily Vacation Bible
school, now in progress at the
First Baptist Church, has a total
of 208 students. It will close Sun-
day night, with commencement
exercises, it was announced this
week by the Rev. H. G. M. Hat-
ter, general superintendent. A
picnic will be given for the stu-
dents and teachers Friday.
Officers and teachers of the
various departments are: Miss
Viva Dale Martin, secretary; be-
ginners department: Mrs. Dewey
Brinkley, superintendent; teach-
ers, Mrs. Charles Noffsinger,
Myrtle Lou Mitchell and Virginia
Joiner.
Primary department: Mrs. Mc-
Kee Thomson, superintendent;
teachers, Mrs. John E. Sims, Mrs.
Mary Rich, Mrs. Katie Jenkins,
Mrs. W. G. Oden, Mrs. Billie
Gresham, Mrs. Ruby Spurlock,
Mrs. L. W. Bodenharner, Mrs.
Skees, Mrs. Ode Gardner, Mrs.
Virgil Smith, lb* Frank Pick-
ens, Mrs. .YoltrillrTIM568," Nefffill
Barrent, Myrtle Niitchell, Nancy
Groom, Nancy McGuirk and Mrs.
Frank Dunn.
Junior department: Mrs. Ber-
nard Jone s, superintendent;
teachers, Mrs. R.S. McGehee.
Mrs_ Layman Pinnegar, Ellouise
Jones, Sarah Goodwin, Ruby
Guess, Barbara Sue Gresham,
Grudrude Etichie, Terry Davis
and Mrs. Nell lacLin.
Intermediate department: Mrs,
H. G. M. Haller, superintendent;
teachers, Mrs. Roy Ward and
Mrs. J. E. Akers.
Mrs. R. H. Dairen are
• two weeks' vacation






20 Princeton Boys Plan
To Go On Kuttawa
Outing Saturday
Approximately 20 Princeton
Boy Scouts are planning to at-
tend a Camporee to be held Sat-
urday and Sunday at Kuttawa
Mineral Springs, W. D. Arm-
strong, district thairman for
camping activities, said Wednes-
day. The boys are members of
Troops 339, 99 and 42.
About 45 Scouts from Marion,
Fredonia and Eddyville are ex-
pected to attend this Camporee,
Mr. Armstrong said. Charles
Baugh, field executive for this
district, will assist in running
the camp. A religious service
will be held Sunday morning at
8:30 o'clock, to which parents
of Scouts are invited.
Local Scoutmasters have re-
ceived notices of dates at the
George Warren Hogg Memorial
Camp, near Owensboro, available
to Scouts of the Three Rivers
District. No reservations have
been made at this camp for
Princeton Scouts as yet, Mr.
Baugh said Tuesday.












Whip & Collar Co. 0 3
Cherry's Restaurant 0 2
The Kentucky Whip and Col-
lar team, winless thus far in the
Kiwanis Softball League, blew
a comfortable lead in the last
inning of Tuesday night's game
with the Hosiery Mill nine and
lost a heart-breaker, 14 to 13.
This game provided plenty of
thrills for the big crowd.
In the other game Tuesday
night, The Cumberland Manu-
facturing Company's undefeated
team won a lopsided victory
over the luckless Elks, 10 to 3,
with Carroll Wadlington getting
the only hit for the losers off
Sam Chambers, -star hurler for
the victors.
Last Friday night's double
header provided two more inter-
esting contests in which Kiwanis
trimmed the Kentucky Whip &
Collar Company's team, 17 to
14, and the Masons won from
the Elks, 13 to 7. Attendance
was good and partisans of the
competing teams lent enthus-
iastic support for their favorites.
Friday night, June 21, will
see the Masons, undefeated to
date, hook up with Cherry's
nine, which has yet to score a
victory, in the first game, and
Rotary and Kiwanis, rivals of
old, in the second game.
New Christian Minister
And Family Arrive
Rev. and Mrs. Tom Collins
and infant son moved here Tues-
day from Williamstown. Mr.
Collins will assume his new pas-
torate at the First Christian
Church Sunday morning. Mem-
bers of the church gave the
family a pantry shower on their
arrival at the parsonage.
K. U. Strike Threatened
In Twenty Counties
Louisville-4/0-111e Kentucky
Utilities Company Tuesday was
threatened with a strike of its
employee in Central and West-
ern Kentucky beginning July 1,






Local Fans Give Hoppers
Season's Biggest Crowd;
Hospital Aided
Princeton Night at the Hop-
kinsville Kitty League baseball
park last Thursday saw the big-
gest crowd of the season, esti-
mated at between 1800 and 2000
persons, some 300 of whom were
hospital boosters who had bought
their tickets here in the Jaycee-
sponsored benefit, Howard York,
Jaycee president, said.
The motorcade didn't pan out
so well, only 16 carloads going
to Hopkinsville that way; but
the over-all turnout was consid-
ered fairly good. Final check of
tickets sold here by Jaycees and
Girl Scouts showed the total to
have been 310, Mr. York said,
which means that $155 accrues
to the new hospital fund. A good
many persons from this county
bought tickets after they got to
the park, it is believed, tho this
did not help the hospital.
The baseball game, won by
Madisonville 4 to 1, was preced-
ed by a ceremony which in-
cluded an address by Shelby
Peace, president of the league,
and responses by Mr. York and
Mayor W. L. Cash. Butler High
Band made music throughout
the game.
Rotary Softballers Win
Game At Outwood Sunday
The Rotary Club's softball
team went to Outwood Sunday
afternoon, June 16, along with
the Cherry's Restaurant team
and played a game for the enter-
tainment of the veterans at the
government hospital. The Rotary
team won, 7 to 5.
Fred Shultz New Governor
Of Lions 43-K District
Fred Shultz, Murray State
College, was elected governor of
District 43-K, Lions Clubs of
Kentucky, at the State Lions'
convention held at Lexington
this week.
Rotarians Hear Forester
Rotarian Harold Borden, Win-
chester, was guest speaker at
Tuesday's meeting of the local
Rotary Club, delivering an in-
teresting talk on forestry. Al
Thomas Page was a guest of
Alton Templeton.
Visiting In Atlanta
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Taylor,
Highland Avenue, left Friday to
hilt their daughter, Mrs. R. L.
Putman, and Colonel Putman
In Atlanta, Ga. They were ac-
companied by Mrs. A. C. Nuckols
end Miss Martha Littlepage,
who visited Robert T. Nuckols,
ho is employed there.
The mother and father of this little Igorot girl in famine swept
Kiangan province in the Philippines starved to death, according
to Father Louis de Boeck, Belgian priest. She is too weak from
starvation to stand up. (AP Wirephoto)
Bill For Highway Bridge
Over Ky. Dam Is Passed
A bill providing for the con-
ruction of h bridge across
Kentucky Dam by the federal
government has been passed by
the House of Representatives,
Representative Noble J. Greg-
ory Tuesday has notified this
newspaper.
"Hope Senate acts immediate-
ly enabling it to become a law
before adjournment. Think it
part of wisdom for you to fol-
low through from that angle,"
Gregory's telegram stated.
The measure would provide
for construction with federal
funds of roadways across feder-
ally-owned dams by the U. S.
Bureau of Roads. That agency
has approved a proposal for,ffia
construction of a roadway arrow
Kentucky Dam.
The Kentucky Department of
Highways has agreed to plans
for the building of new high-
ways leading to Kentucky Dam,
but has been holding up the
project until Congress acts on
the bill for construction of the
roadway over the dam.
The structure was designed by
the Tennessee Valley Authority
so that a cantilever bridge might
be built alongside it. A roadway
on top of the earth sector of
the dam will be built by the
TVA, but it was not authorized
to build the actual bridge over
the dam, which has been esti-
mated to cost $700,008 or more.
,rlat Itill was passed in the
House with unanimous consent.
Food Rationing Not Necessary
lo End Famine, AnderFon Says
Washington, (JP)—Secretary of
Agriculture Anderson has de-
clared he does not believe a re-
turn to consumer raticming will
be necessary to save peoples in
other lands from starvation in
the year ahead.
He said the United States no
longer has the machinery for
nforcing rationing and he doubts
"Congress will wish to set it up
again, at this point."
The government is developing,
the secretary said, "a simpler
form of rationing nearer the
source—rationing of wheat and
other short supplies to proces-
sors and distributors." As an
example, he cited an Agricul-
ture Department order requir-
ing millers to cut their distribu-
tion of flour for domestic con-
sumption 25 percent from last
year's level
The Secretary said American
crop prospects are good, but he
forecast short supplies of bread
grains, meats and fats for 1947.
"The world food situation will
remain critical at least until the
1947 harvest," Anderson said.
"And it will be years even after







Sheriff Otho Towery reported
he went out on ak Dawson
Springs highway one day last
week and saw a 3-foot burning
cross but found nobody near the
place.
Several daily newspapers cir-
culating here carried lengthy
news stories Wednesday abovt
rumors that "an outsider" was
in the county, trying to reor-
ganize the Ku Klux Klan.
A prominent citizen said Wed-
nesday that "some young boys"
had been talking in his hearing
about frightening somebody by
burning a firey cross.
Sheriff Towery was out of his
office Wednesday when The
Leader attempted to interview
him and no person questioned
knew anything about any effort
current here to reorganize the
Klan.
Police Chief E. E. Jones told
a Courier-Journal reporter that
any effort to revive the Klan
in the community would be vig-
orously fought.
Fort Knox General, Two
Others Killed In 8-25
Fort Knox, June 18— (if) —
Maj. Gen. Hugh J. Gaffey, 81,
and two Army lieutenants died
and four other service men suf-
fered injuries in the crash of
their B-25 plane at Godreass
field late Sunday night. The
plane overshot the binding strip,
mowed down trees and plunged
over an embankment.
Attend Convention Of
State B & PW At Paducah
Miss Busch Cummins, delegate,
and Miss Virginia Morgan, pres-
ident of the local B and PW
Cluli, attended the State conven-
tion of the Kentucky Business
and Professional Women's Clubs
at the Irvin Cobb Hotel, Padu-
cah, Saturday and Sunday. They
visited Gilbertsville Dann, attend-
ed a banquet Saturday night
and a special breakfast Sunday
morning at the hoteL
Veterans' Representative
To Be Here June 26
Fred K. Greer, contact repre-
sentative from the Veterans' Ad-
ministration office, Hopkinsville,
will be in the court room of the
courthouse at Princeton again
Wednesday, June 28, from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Veterans and their
dependents who desire assistance
in filing claims, or any informa-
tion regarding their rights under
laws administered by the Veter-
ans Administration, are invited
to consult Mr. Greer during any
of these weekly visits.
Sgt. Louis E. Carter Is
Honorably Discharged
Sgt. Louis Edward Carter was
honorably discharged at Camp
Atterbury, Ind., last week and
has returned to his home here.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
Carter, W. Market street, Ser-




Princeton goiters lost a match
Sunday • afternoon to the Hop-
kiasville Country Club on the
latter's course, 531/2 to IVA. The
home club will be host for a re-
turn match here July 7.








District supervisors are complet-
ing plans to initiate a sound,
constructive program to aid
farmers in developing soil and
water conservation measures,
County Agent J. F. Graham
said Tuesday.
Mr. Graham said district su-
pervisors are selecting demon-
stration farms in every neighbor-
hood of the county, so the influ-
ence of the program will be felt
county-wide, and all sections of
the county thus may have a
greater share in benefits of the
program.
At the regular meeting of dis-
trict superivsors Monday, coop-
erative work plans between the
district and the Agricultural Ex-
tension Service, and between the
district and the Kentucky Divi-
sion of Game and Fish were
entered into. Similar agreements
between the district, the Soil
Conservation Service, and the U.
S. Forest Service were entered
into at the last district super-
visors' meeting, Mr. Graham
said.
Mr. Graham said supervisors
reported the following men had
been contacted and agreed to
serve as conservation leaders,
and that a representative of the
Soil Conservation Service is
expected to be in the field in the
near future to work with the
District Superivsors in develop-
ing plans on the demonstrators
farms as rapidly as possible:
W. P. Oldham, Princeton
neighborhood; J. W. Hazzard,
Rock Spring neighborhood; P.




P. M. Sell, White Sulphur neigh-
borhood; William Pickering, Du-
laney neighborhood; 0. F. Tow-
ery, Shady Grove neighborhood;
E. F. Blackburn, Quinn neighbor-
hood; A. E. Turley, Creswell
neighborhood; Donald Roberts,
Walnut Hill neighborhood; No-
ble Paris, Union Grove neighbor-
hood; H. 0. Beckner, Creswell
neighborhood; Ancil Vinson,
Eanon neighborhood.
Mr. Graham said the super-
visors directed that a pamphlet
summarizing the program and
work plan be prepared and
printed for distribution and that
tentative plans have been made
for a leaders' training meeting
this fall.
The superivsors are now in po-
sition to receive applications
from farmers for services pro-
vided by the district. Applica-
thims may be made at the county
agent's office or with the super-
visors.
Local supervisohs are: Ancil
Vinson, W. P. Oldham, P. M.





Debt To $76,000, Mayor
Announces
Disbursement of $1,360 of the
City's funds in payment of a
$1,000 funding bond and semi-
annual interest charges was re-
ported at Monday night's Coun-
cil session. The payment re-
duced the City's bonded indebt-
edness to $76,000, Mayor W. L.
Cash said.
A delegation composed of
C. R. Baker, H, J. Morse, Law-
rence Boaz and Ralph Kevil,
representing Veterans of Foreign
Wars, received favorable action
on a proposal to hold a street
dance in the near future when
a celebration is to be staged un-
der auspices of the V. F. W.
Approval was given a proposal
to repair and paint, inside and
out, the City's water tank, at a
coat in excess of $1,400.
Addresses Kiwanians
H. A. Travis, manager of the
Princeton Cream and Butter
Company, discussed interestingly
phases of the operation of the
creamery, one of the town's
principal industries at Wednes-
day's meeting of the Kiwanis
Club.
Allan Watson, student at the
University of Kentucky, Lex-
ington, spent last week here
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.







The Young People of the First
Christian Church are attending
the annual conference this week
at Kuttawa Springs, including
Billy Glenn Cartwright, Jerald
Winters, Twyman Boren, Clara
Jean Cash, Marlene Cash, Jane
Hogan, ,Marietta Stallins, Sue
Darnell; Dorothy' Mae Jordan
and Clara Mason. Jerald Winters
and Clara Mason will graduate







A champion girl pitcher, WAC
Beluah Vaughn, will pitch the
first game of a benefit double-
header to be played at Butler
Stadium tonight between the
Camp Campbell team and two
All-Star teams selected from the
Princeton Softball League, it
was announced this week by
Robert Jacob, acting for the
Rotary Club, sponsor of the
event. All proceeds will go to
the Caldwell County Memorial
Hospital.
The first game will start at
7:30 o'clock with the following
line-up for Princeton: Morgan,
catcher; Cherry, pitcher; M.
Brown, first base; Newby, sec-
ond base; R. C. Chambers, short-
stop; H. Cunningham, third base;
Wadlington, left field; Hobby,
center field, and Stevens, right
field.
The second game will have
the following players in the
Princeton line-up: Gresham,
catcher; Aker and Kenedy,
pitchers: Clayton, first base;
York, second base; B. J. Cun-
ningham, third base; Blackburn,
short stop; Fletcher, left field;
McConnell, center field, and
Jenkins, right field.
MRS. NANCY S. BECK
LEAVES POST HERE;
SERVED 11 YEARS
Mrs. Nancy S. Beck, for the
last 11 years County Home De-
monstration agent here, left
Princeton to visit relatives in
Alabama Sunday. She recently
resigned but had been expected
to remain at her post until her
successor could be sent here.
Condition of her health necessi-
tated her immediate vacating of
the post, the Extension office
said this week. A new agent is




To Lyon County Group
Kuttawa and Eddyville young
men interested in forming a
Junior Chamber of Commerce
chapter for the two towns, joint-
ly, will meet with the local
Jaycee chapter here tonight,
when definite plans for the new
unit will be made, Bill Pressler,
secretary, said Tuesday. Four-
teen local Jaycees went to Kut-
tawa Monday night and met
with seven residents of that
town but action was deferred
until after tonight's meeting.
Paul Abel, Paducah, State JCC
president, attended the Kuttawa
meeting.
Arnold's Store Gets
New Manager June 24
Mrs. Betsy Gary Hobgood,
Hopkinsville, will replace Mrs.
Al. T. Page, resigned, as mana-
ger of Arnold's, effective Mon-
day, June 24, it was announced
by Miss Sarah Myers, owner,
this week. Mrs. Hobgood, a fre-
quent visitor here, has been
employed by Arnold's in Hop-
kinsville. She is a neice of the
late Dr. W. E. Gary.
Aviation Cadet Beck
Honorably Discharged
Aviation Cadet James L. Beck,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Beck,
West Main street, has been hon-
orably discharged from the naval
service at Great Lakes, Ill.
Al Page Is Honorably
Discharged From Army
Pfc Al T. Page has been hon-
orably discharged from the Army
at Camp Atterbury, Ind., and
has returned to his home here.
He has been serving as an M. P.
in Wathington, D. C.
Project To Be Operated
On Self-Supporting
Basis This Year; Mrs.
Loftus, Supervisor
Princeton's cannery will start
operation at Eastside School
Tuesday, June 25, Jeff Watson,
sponsor, said this week, with
Mrs. John Loftus in charge. The
cannery must be conducted tigis-,
year upon a self-supporting basis,
Mr. Watson said, as there are no
government funds available.
"With food scarce throughout
the world and famine stalking
most of Europe, there has never
been a time when it is so impor-
tant to save, by canning, all the
food produced on the farm, in
home gardens and bought fresh
on the market," Mr. Watson said.
Last year the Eastside cannery
handled 46,000 cans of food and
its facilities were greatly in de-
mand by persons all over the
county. This year there have
been numerous inquiries about
when the cannery would begin
operating, Mr. Watson said.
A charge of 5 cents for each
No. 2 can will be made; 6 cents
for each No. 3 can. This covers
the can, heat, water, facilities
and utensils of the cannery,
and supervision. Each patron
must do her own canning, Mr.
Watson said.
The cannery will be open two
days each week for the first
three weeks, then as the season
advances, it will operate as
many days as necessary to meet
demand, the supervisor said.
Persons desiring to use the can-
nery are asked to see or call
Mrs. Loftus before going to the





By Grand Jury; Negro
Gets 3 Years
June term of Caldwell Cir-
cuit Court adjourned Wednes-
day with 15 indictments return-
ed, 13 of which charged felonies
and two misdomeanors, Mrs.
Leona Trader, clerk, reported
Wednesday.
Cases disposed of since last
Tuesday were: Charlie Bigbee,
Negro, 3 years in the State
Penetentiary for malicious cut-
ting with intent to kill; I. J.
Stevens, a year, for grand lar-
ceny, probated.
Robb Hendricks, two grand
larceny charges, was given a
year for each, and probated;
Ruble Driver, who plead guilty
to frogery, was given 2 years,
probated.
Clay H. Lewis Is
Claimed By Death
Stockyards Operator,
53, Victim Of Heart
Attack Saturday
Clay H. Lewis, who would
have been 53 in August, died
at his home on the Rossville
Pike, about seven miles out from
Clarksville, Saturday morning at
4 o'clock from a ,heart attack.
He was a partner with Joe Alt-
sheler in the operation of the
Hopkinsville Livestock Company.
The firm operates similar plants
at Clarksville and Princeton.
Mr. Lewis was born in Stew-
art county, Tenn. He was a mem-
ber' of the Elks and Mason, and
a leader in the American Lecion,
having served in World War I.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Louise Lewis, and two sons, Clay
H. Lewis, a captain in the Air
Corps in World War II, and
James Lewis, a student in
Clarksville High School.
The funeral was conducted at
the Lewis home Sunday after-




Wylie Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Jones, who was re-
cently discharged from the Navy,
underwent an emergency ap-
pendectomy at Princeton Hos-
pital Tuesday afternoon. He is
a grandson of Wylie Jones.
Mrs. Ray Ellis, Atlanta, Ga.,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. J.
A. Steger. She will be here for
about two more weeks, after
which she will go to Delafield,
Wis., where Mr. Ellis is an in-
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One More Honor For Fred Vinson
The steady rise of Fred Moore Vinson,
applauded by the Nation and filling Ken-
tuckians with great pride, is but another
of those bright sagas which restore our
faith in the American way of life and
give impetus to all citizens who still be-
lieve that industry, ability and conscien-
tious devotion to duty can yield great
dividends in this democracy.
Upon confirmation by the Senate,
which nobody doubts will come speedily,
Fred Vinson will become Kentucky's first
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.
He was the first member of a President's
Cabinet since John G. Carlisle. True,
Kentucky boasts John Marshall but, like
Henry Clay, Marshall was a Virginian,
his parents moving to Maysville from
the Mother State.
Success is measured by men in a var-
iety of ways. "The secret of success",
DisraelLoaid, "is constancy of purpose".
"The talent of success is nothing more
than doing what you do well; and doing
whatever you do well, without a thought
of fame", according to Longfellow. "Suc-
cess, remember, is the reward of toil",
wrote Sophocles. And again, Longfellow:
"Not in the clamor of the crowded
street,
Not in the shouts and plaudits of the
throng,
But in ourselves, are triumph and
defeat."
By any yardstick Fred Vinson has at-
tained success in far greater measure
than any living Kentuckian and he has
done it by hard work and because of
merit. Born in the residence part of the
jail at Louisa, Ky., the new Chief Justice
knew nothing but difficulty from infancy.
He accepted the gage of battle Life
throws to the less favored, and has never
ceased to climb upward to higher honors
and greater achievements.
Perhaps best of all his characteristics
is the ability to get along well with peo-
ple. He has the good will of every man
who knows him, as witness the immedi-
ate approval of the Senate each time he
has been honored by appointment to
high office. This attribute will stand
him in good stead in his new post, for
it is well known the Supreme Court has
been in latter years a dissident body,
functioning not too well because of wide-
ly divergent thinking of its members.
Many of us who know Fred Vinson
well back here in Kentucky learned of
his new honors with an admixture of
great pleasure and some disappointment;
for after all, as Chief Justice, he is lost
to Kentucky in many respects, can no
longer be counted upon as chief political
adviser and strong man . . . alike of the
President and the Democratic leaders in
his home State.
There is one achievement and one more
high post to which those who admire
and respect him most hope he may at-
tain: The presidency of the United States.
He is the Nation's biggest man today,
would be a great President because of
his honesty, ability, good will and ex-
perience.
We are among those who sincerely
hope that, for the welfare of the Nation
and the world, Fred Vinson may, in the
not distant future, be called by the peo-
ple to lead them in the great tomorrow.
The whole world would applaud and
our own country would profit greatly
with him at the helm of our government
of, for and by the people.
Goodbye OPA-Hello Inflation
The OPA is on the way out and all
the pressure groups that have been work-
ing so diligently to this end are rejoicing
this week; for, altho the death of this
price regulating agency is not predictable
as to exact date, its powers undoubtedly
will be curtailed greatly and its function-
ing to prevent swift inflation materially
handicapped by the bill which will be
passed by Congress within the next few
days.
There is no question that OPA has
operated to bring hardship upon many
business concerns or that numerous in-
equities have crept in.
It is unreasonable to expect manufac-
turers to produce articles price ceilings
on which do not permit of a fair profit.
That manufacturers are not producing
many wanted articles or are withholding
their goods from the market because,
they claim, they cannot sell them at
t present ceiling prices and show a profit
is certainly one of the chief reasons for
t;
widespread complaint and dissatisfaction
with OPA
The National Association of Manufac-
turers, one of the powerful influences
behind the present pressure upon Con-
gress to effect major changes in OPA,
has claimed for months that scarcities
of wanted goods on the markets, brought
about ky price ceilings which are under
producton and marketing costs, will dis-
appear in a brief time if OPA's price
controls are removed and that this flow
of goods to the public, plus competition,
will soon fill the people's needs and regu-
late prices at the same time.
All adults know, in the light of exper-
ience, that without price controls on
necessities prices will jump in this period
of scarcity brought about by war. It
was so after the other war and it will
he so tomorrow, when the new OPA bill
goes into effect.
The law of supply and demand regu-
lates prices to t. major degree, we know
from basic economic principles proven
by time's stern test. And this is a land
of plenty.
That our economic system is badly
out of plumb because of war's upsetting
pressures is our misfortune, especially
since we are, by nature, impatient for
the things we need and want . . . and
many, many persons have far more
money now than they are accustomed
to possessing.
The only answer for the average in-
dividual to the problems which "face us
now is to be as thrifty as possible in the
inflation period which will shortly begin
in earnest, buying only what we actually
need and saving some of our wartime
dollars until they will buy more in the
stores and shops we patronize.
Particularly important, to the indivi-
dual welfare and the national economy
alike, is the safe-guarding of War Bonds
and other securities purchased with flush
production coin and destined for a variety
of good purposes. Cashing in these
evidences of sound investment to buy
things just because we have been doing
without them for a while will be poor
evidence of right thinking; and very apt
to bring deprivation in the long run.
It is a certainty now that quick infla-
tion is immediately ahead. It is equally
certain the pendulum will swing back
the other way after a comparatively
brief interval. Each of us has his per-
sonal problem to cope with; and, tho the
boom time will be pleasant for all, the
aftermath will be a sorry experience for
the unwary.
The Seven Ages Of
A Newspaper Subscriber
From infancy, from childhood's earliest
caper,
He loved the daily paper.
Propped on his grubby elbows, lying prone,
He took, at first, the comics for his own.
Then, as he altered stature and his voice,
Sports were his single choice.
For a brief time, at twenty, Thought
became
A desultory flame,
So with a critic eye he would peruse
The better book reviews.
Behold the bridegroom, then—the dazzl-
ed suitor
Turned grim commuter, -
Learning without direction
To fold his paper to the housing section.
Forty enlarged his waistline with his
wage.
The business page
Engrossed his mind. He liked to ponder
well
The charted rise of Steel or Tel & Tel.
Choleric, pompous, and too often vext,
The fifties Claimed him next.
The editorials, then, were what he scanned.
(Even, at times, he took his pen in hand.)
But witness how the human viewpoint
varies:
Of late he reads the day's obituaries.
—Phyllis McGinley
The federal government originally plan-
ned to reserve all of Oklahoma, Kansas.
Nebraska, the Dakotas and parts of Wis.,
consin, Iowa and Minnesota for permanent
residences of the Indians.
Susa, near the Persian Gulf, is consider-
ed to have the longest continuous exist-
ence of any city in history—from 4000
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A Negro boy who had saved,
with his parents' aid, $116.50, to
go to school on, lost the whole
sum in a game at a carnival at
Hopkinsville recently. The car-
nival operator was arrested and
fined $100 and costs and the boy
got his money back, the New
Era reports. But, gentle reader,
if you think this slowed the car-
nival operator down to good be-
havior . . . you're badly mistak-
en!
* * *
Cure for the sins of the car-
nivals lies not in fining one or
two for robbing juvenile . suck-
ers but in preventing -their
games being operated; or better
still, making the license fee so
high, most if not all carnivals
will pass .up the town. If enough
towns do this, we may even
hope for elimination of carnivals,
after a while.
* * *
An old friend told me he got
down in his back at Louisville
last week and his doctor, an
M.D., sent him to a chiropractor.
And here I havc been thinking
for years the M.Ds. had little
or no use for the "adjusters"!
Also, apparently, you can't be-
lieve all you see in the Readers
Digest.
* * *
Edwin Lamb, John Morgan and
Edwin Jacob got hot and both-
ered last week about invitations
and favors for the formal open-
ing dance at the Country Club.
They wanted ultra products on
extremely short notice; and
what's more, they got 'em! The
Country Club is fortunate in
having good workers on its
board and committees.
* * *
Howard York, an eager beaver
if Princeton has one, was a little
disappointed that more persons
didn't attend the hospital benefit
baseball game at Hopkinsville
last Thursday nigtrt . . . But in
the light of long experience, we
think Howard and his Jaycees
did fine. Certainly the example
of these young men in helping
the campaign for funds is a
splendid one for their elders to
emulate.
* * *
Poppy told Aunt Mama the
other day that David had no
business taking another gal to
the picture show . . . as she is
quite pretty enough for David.
An indisputable fact.
* * *
Our neighborhood was quiet
last week with two of its budding
lovelies away at a church con-
ference. Jo Ann and Betty Jo
are town favorites and keep




MEDEA, freely adapted from the "Me
dea" of Euripides by Robinson Jef-
fers (Random House; $2.50).
By W. G. Rogers
Stories about the Golden
Fleece,and the dragon's teeth
which sprouted into a field of
armed warriors eager for battle,
have thrilled many generations
of school children reading the
ancient Greek legends.
But while the appeal of the
early, innocent love and magic
in barbaric Colchis is primarily
for young people, it is adults
alone who can be interested in
the fearsome culmination of the
Medea tragedy, when everlast-
ing hatred and the beautiful
sorceress becomes the repugnant
symbol of the infanticide.
it was some 2,500.years ago
that Euripides selected the cil-
max in Corinth, where Jason
abandons Medea for love of
Creon's daughter and the hope
of inheriting Creon's power, for
the subject of one of his hundred
or so dramas.
Set down among the "smiling
chattering Greeks," the primitive
Medea learns that Corinth Will
banish her as Colehis had done.
Remembering her former crimes
committed for love, and dread-
ing new ones, Creon exiles her
to spare his daughter from prob-
able harm, and orders her and
Jason's two boys driven out, too.
As Medea acts on Aegeus' un-
witting suggestion, to which she
responds, in Jeffers' words: "Un-
child him, ha? And then unlife
him," the tragedy climbs terrify-
ingly to the vengeance inflicted
on Creon and the new bride, the
-slaughter of the children, and
Jason's complete undoing.
Following the example of
Seneca and Corneille, among
other masters, Jeffers has re-
written the original. There are
many noble pages in this volume,
first major work in five years by
the poet perhaps most widely
known for "Roan Stallion." Oc-
casional bits of commonplace
may disappiont the reader, but
modern idiom in Jason's speeches
the work as a whole has a cer-
tain classic grandeur, and mov-
ing and beautiful lines are given
to Medea, a role which Judith
Anderson is scheduled to fill In
a proposed Theatre Guild pro-
duction.
Roy Rowland's story about
spraining his ankle in the depot
at Cincinnati has afforded his
pals a good many laughs but
Roy allows it was no joke driv-
ing from Cincy to Bardstown
with that painful foot.
* * *
Picturing the largest conven-
tion hall in the world, with
seating capacity of 40,000 .
and, of course, the wonderful
beach at Atlantic City, N. J., is
a postcard received from Charles
J. White, representative of the
Princeton Kiwanis club at the
international convention held
there last week. Mr. Charley
wrote us he was having a
grand time.
* * *
The Kiwanis Sotfball League
is proving very popular as fans
see the players and sponsors of
the eight teams are providing
good sport out at Butler Stad-
ium. As the season advances
intertst is sure to wax intense
. . . with correspondingly larger
crowds. Personally, we have
been agreeably surprised at the
class of play offered . . . some
of which is Big League in
quality.
* * *
Jack Cunningham, star third
baseman for the Hosiery Mill
team, looked.., and must
have felt, a little foolish when
his brother, Truman, caught
him off base at a crusial mo-
ment in the game Jack's team
subsequently lost to the Cum-
berlands last Friday night by
one run. The crowd enjoyed the
brother act greatly.
* * *
Stocky, sturdy Bayless Wad-
lington hit the longest ball this
reporter has seen socked on the
home field.., a towering
homerun that cleared the high
concrete wall be a good 25 feet.
The customers liked it.
* * *
You can buy a season ticket,
still good for ten double-headers,
for a very small price; and its
a good bet you'll consider after
your first visit to the softball
league games you made a good
entertainment investment . .
beside which you will be help-
ing the underprivileged of the
community.
* * *
Hollywood producers of "For-
ever Amber" specify gold hos-
iery for the players at $1,200 a
pair, thus keeping out of the
nylon 'line at any price.—San
Francisco Chronicle.
Cure For This Hour
Too much is said about our na-
tionwide
Disease, this slow inertia that
would halt
The reach and function of our
nation's stride
And make its citizens not worth
their salt,
Wasting their precious living to
exalt
Men of constricted heart and
toughened hide—
Leaders too arrogant to claim
the fault
For greed and hatred and for
wilful pride.
Too little still is thought about
a cure—
The turning from false gods,
the childlike heart
That fastens on the truths that
must endure
And bring to wholeness what is
torn apart.
To love God first with all our
native power
And others as ourselves can save
this hour.
—Fanny de Groot Hastings
* * *
A bear cub at birth Is smaller
in proportion to the size of the
mother than the young of any








Here's a 1,946 pioneer among railroad men
man who works, not with trains, but trees—your
trees, if you own timber land in Illinois Central
territory.
He is an Illinois Central forester. .. a tree farmer
who knows how to make the most of today's tint:
bet and how to grow fresh tree crops for the fu-
ture. His job is to help conserve and expand the
Southern forests which today supply nearly half of
the nation's lumber, including pulpwood for paper,
rayon, phonograph records, movie film and 9,000
other items.
The work of our foresters is another part of the
Illinois Central's program to broaden the service!.
of the railroad to the people along its lines.
The Illinois Central intends to earn your contimi7
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• • Today you have a.double reason for taking
good care of your car. Aim want to keep it rolling
and pilotect your trade-in value! • • While pro-
duction of the new Ford is being increased as rap-
idly as possible, it will be some time before enough
new cars are built to supply all who want them. In
the meantime, it's a common sense precaution to
give your car the best possible care and attention.
• • Your Ford dealer has the skilled mechanics
and modern equipment to save you time and money.
Right now he can give you fast service. • • So it's
good business to bring your ear "home" to your
Ford dealer. He knows your car best—uses genuine
Ford parts—and gives you friendly, dependable serv-
ice. Remember — Ford's out in front in service, tool
Chambers-Moore Motors
Phone 1N Prinoetoe, Ky.
e Boy Wins
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BULLETS CANCEL WEDDING PLANS — The body of Miss
Loma F. Quiroz, 21, lies in a kitchen beside a table set for two
after bullets took her life and that of Clayton Peter Aslon, 24,
to whom she was to be married in Los Angeles, Calif. Note gun
on table (arrow). Sheriff's deputies said they believed the shots
were fired by a third person. (AP Wirephoto)
News From The Past
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county elmost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice-
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re-
porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
NIMarch 6, 1914. Represenative
Barkley today recommended the
appointment of Frank F. Wylie
to the postmaster of Princeton.
He took this action after receiv-
ing assurance that the recom-
mendation was agreeable to
Senator 011ie James.
March 10, 1914. Mrs. Emery
Dobbins leaves this evening for
her home in Ooltic, Ind. after a
few weeks visit with her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Johnson.
March 10, 1914. Miss Margie
Arnoss has returned home after
a pleasant visit to Mr. and Mrs.
Rawls Moore at Washington, D.
Griffin is in receipt of a beauti-
ful Deer Skin rug, sent to her
as a present, by Mrs. Nannie
Mahan. The deer was killed near
Blytheville, Ark., Mrs. Mahan's
home. Mrs. Griffin prizes the
gift very highly.
March 17, 1914. Marc Gold-
namer left yesterday to attend
the Jonas-Kaufman wedding in
Nashville this week, and from
there will go to New York and
Chicago before starting out on
his spring tour.
March 17, 1914. Dr. Ogilvie
and Sam Koltinsky went to
Fredonia in their cars Sunday.
March 20, 1914. The many
friends of Mrs. Rawles Moore,
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
By John S. Gardner, College
of Agriculture and Home
Economics
SECOND GARDENS
Late cabbage is a second gar-
den possibility, but not many
gardeners succeed with it. One
reason is that the cabbage worm
has multiplied many times since
sring, but rotenone will stop it.
Another reason may be the dis-
ease, Yellows, not severe enough
to show in the spring when soil
moisture is abundant, but more
serious during the dry season.
Many gardeners have learned
that they can grow late cabbage
successmully by using the dis-
ease-resistant sort, Wisconsin
All Season, sowing two or three
seeds in a hill, then thinning to
one seedling where the heads
are to stand. In this way the
hazard of hot and dry trans-
planting is removed.
Another hazard at this time
is the fleabeetle, but prompt
spraying or dusting with rote-
none removes it. Sowing time is
Washington, D. C., will be glad
to know she is convalescing after
a successful operation for ap-
pendicitis at Garfield Hospital
in that city.
A April 3, 1914. Miss Estella
Goodwin, of Otter Pond, is
visiting relatives and friends in
Kuttawa this week.
April 3, 1914. Mr. George
Dyer, of the U. S. Marshall's
office at Louisville, spent Sat-
urday and Sunday in the city
with his family.
April 3, 1914. M. J. Groom
went to Louisville yesterday to
be present at a meeting of the
Insurance Board of local agents
of the State.
April 28, 1914. Miss Grace
Rawls will leave tomorrow for
Cincinnati, where she will en-
ter the Cincinnati College of
Music. Miss Rawls has just
completed a course under Mrs.
R. M. Pool.
- August 3, 1920. V. E. Denham,
son and daughter, Shelly Ewin
and Miss Thelma, W. P. Denham
and daughter, Miss Helen, left
this morning in an automobile
for a visit to Mammoth Cave.
Vou just won't be able to keep house without it! I don't
know what I would have done ... raising_a family, doing
all my own work—cleaning, laundry, mending, etc. Sears',
catalog way a lifesaver many times over!
Crisp companion for suits slacks,
skirts. Neatly tailored of rashable %
white rayon crepe with c ne Rapped
pocket, cuffed brief sl 
No. 68 W t538..;,.,....2.53
Plaid pairs of 50% wool in so(
shades of blue and rose on white.
72 a 84 inches in size with a threes
Inch satin binding.
No. 56 W 08591 6.89
Cowhide Boo
A Zip-top clins style bag of top.
grain cowhide about 18 a 91/2 x8
inches. Roomy without bulk, will
large opening and metal stud bat.
/um. Fed. Excise Tax included.
No. 6 W 9371E 13.95
normally mid-June, but even
July 15 is not too late if these
precautions are taken. Where the
hills are to be, make a hole
large enough to hold a pint of
water. After the water has set-
tjed, fill again with water, and
when it has settled, fill with
sifted soil. Sow the seed and
cover it with a half-inch of
sifted soil, then shade with a
bit of shingle or a cone of news-
paper until the seedlings emerge.
The last second garden crop
of any importance is beets, re-
placing the early ones which be-
come woody and unpalatable by
fall. Sowing time is late June.
The larger beets can be stored
in boxes of earth in a cellar or
buried in pits, and the smaller
ones canned. Turnip-shaped sorts
are best, and of these Detroit
Dark Red is the most popular.
Sometimes the seedlings need a
bit of protectidn, such as rote-
none and cryolite dust Or stray,
against the fleabeetle.
Colombian Studies
U. S. Health Methods
Louisville— (IP) —Dr. Guiller-
mo Riano, laboratory director
on leave from the Colombian
Public Health Service, in in the
United States learning methods
by which he and his colleagues
hope to make Columbia -a model
of health and sanitation.
His study tour, on a U. S.
State Department scholarship, is
taking him to the University of
To more conveniently and comfortably accomodate
our patrons this theatre will start presenting
Michigan in Ann Arbor, the Ken- —
lucky Health Board laboratory
here and the Army Medical
School in Washington, among
other places.
Oats was seeded as a nurse
crop to alfalfa, red clover, tim-
othy, redtop and other grasses
on many farms in Bell county.
More than 11,000 strawberry
plants were set out by 4-H club
members and adults of Wayne
county.
(open every day at 1:00 P.M. with continuous performances until 
11:00 P.M.)
EFFECTIVE SUNDAY, JUNE 23rd
Continuous Shows Til 11:00 P.M.
NOW—You can come anytime from 1:00 P.M. (10:00 A.M. on
 Saturday)












Anne_Rearo • Spring Byington • Connie Marshall • Henry Morgan
t..„..,,..JOSEPII MANKIEWICZ
ADDED! COMEDY and PARAMOUNT NEWS
Features starting at 1:15 - 329 - 5:30 —731 - 914
TUES. ONLY, JUN. 25
Features Starting at





...ONCE IN HIS SPELL
SHE COULD NEVER
AGAIN BE FREE
ONCE IN HIS ARMS
SHE COULD NEVER
AGAIN TURN RAW
3 DAYS! Starts WED., JUNE 26
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Observe Birthday Of GI Bill
Saturday, June 22, will mark
an important date in the lives
of more than a million World
War II veterans residing in the
Veterans Administration Branch
No. 6 area of Ohio, Kentucky,
and Michigan. The date is the
second anniversary of the pas-
sage of the Servicemen's Read-
justment Act, popularly know
as the G. I. Bill, one of the most
far-reaching pieces of legisla-
tion for service men and wo-
men that has ever been enacted.
One needs not look far to find
evidence of the worthiness of the
G. I. Bill, for its benefits extend
into virtually every home of
Ohio's 507,971 veterans, Michi-
gan's 405,941, and Kentucky's
192,144. These figures represent
World War H veterans dis-
charged through March 31.
For the most part, the G. -L
Bill boils down to five major
benefits for the ex-service men
and women of World War II—
improved medical and hospital
care, guaranty of loans, educa-
tion and job training, readjust-
ment allowances and job-finding
assistance.
The legislation has come a
long way in its two short years
toward the realization of its
goal—the speedy readjustment
to civilian life of World War II
veterans through additional vet-
erans' benefits. Much of the
credit for the administration of
the Act goes of General Omar
Bradley, appointed AdminiStra-
tor for Veterans Affairs on Aug-
ust 15, 1945. His plan for de-
centralization and reorganiza-
tion of the Veterans Administra-









Fredonia, Ky. Phone 13-J
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
PRESIDENT CONGRATULATES WAR HEROES — President Truman joins in congratulations all
around in Washington, D.C., after awarding the Congressional Medal of Honor to five heroes of
fighting in the Pacific theater. Left to right: Sgt. Alejandro Ruiz, Barstow, Tex.; T-Sgt. Beauford
T. Anderson, Soldiers Grove, Wis.; Pfc. Dirk J. Viug, Grand Rapids, Mich.; the President; T-Sgt.
John Meacher, Jersey City, N. J., and 1st Lt. John H. Leims of Chicago. (AP Wirephoto)
lion, while not yet completed, is
designed to speed the service to
the veteran in his home com-
munity.
Quiz Vets On Plans
The Veterans Administration
is conducting a survey among a
portion of ex-service men and
women in Ohio, Kentcuky and
Michigan to determine their edu-
cational intentions. Results of
the survey will be made avail-
able to the various educational
institutions in the three states.
Osteopathic Clinics To Aid
Disabled
The first of a series of clinics
to provide free osteopathis ex-
amination and treatment for
World War II veterans who have
service-connected structural dis-
abilities, will be held June 28
and 29 at Doctors' Hospital in
Columbus, Ohio under the aus-
pices of the Ohio Osteopathic
Association of Physicians and
Surgeons.
A veteran desiring to attend
the clinics must obtain a certi-
ficate showing the service-con-
nection of his disability from
the service officer of a veterans'
organization or the American
Red Cross.
The clinics will be held at
out-patient departments of cer-
tain approved hospitals desig-
nated by the association's Veter-
ans' Clinic Committee.
Guidance Service
To assist veterans in selecting
educational and vocational pro-










Now. .. for the first time! Rare
charm for your writing papers.
Elegant stationery, depicting a
panorama of "Olde Ksintack."
Sophisticated courier for your
every manage . . . and the etch-
ing-like vignettes may be framed
for miniature home decor! Gift,
worthy . . . unique!
Box of 48 sheets, 12 assorted
*canes, 24 envelopes $2.00
Note size, 24 sheets,
24 envelopes  $1.00
•Proodly Copyrighted by
SCAM STATIONERS
Sula & Eliza Nall
instftsts antraptltudes, a com-
plete counseling and guidance
service is available to veterans
who are making unsatisfactory
progress in educational institu-
tions or on-the-job training, the
Veterans Administration an-
nounced.
While the service is offered
to all veterans, it is required be-
fore an ex-serviceman can
change his program of educa-
tion or training as a result of
unsatisfactory progress. This pro-
cedure is necessary in such cases
to prevent the veteran from
making another unwise choice.
VA training officers attempt
to detect cases of unsatisfactory
progress to prevent veterans
from becoming discouraged by
failure and also from exhausting
an undue amount of their edu-
cational or training eligibility.
Less Paper Work
A simplified iorm to be filled
out by schools and colleges
when the veteran-student returns
to school next fall is expected to
expedite the resumption of his
subsistance allowance, the Vet-
trans Administration announced.
Only one form, which can be
filled out in a few minutes, will
be required when the veteran
resumes his education under the
G. I. Bill.
The VA emphasized that
prompt handling of the form by
the educational institutions will
prevent delays in the payment
of veterans' allowances.
Questions And Answers
Q. When I was discharged I re-
duced my National Service Life
Insurance policy from 810,000 to
$5,000. Now I find I can afford
to carry the full $10,000. Can I
reinstate the $5,000 I let lapse?
A. Yes. If you reinstate it be-
fore January 1, 1947, you need
•ay only two monthly premiums
and submit a statement that
your health is as good as it
was when you reduced the
mount of your policy.
Q. As a veteran of World War
H, I'd like to take advantage of
both the educational and loan
provisions of the 0. I. Bill, go
to school and borrow money for
new equipment for a farm which
I already own. Can I do this?
A. A veteran may take ad-
vantage of more than one sec-
tion of the G. I. Bill at the
same time. You'll have to con-
vince the lender you can go to
school and run your farm at
the same time, however, to
qualify for a loan.
Q. I own a farm which my
brother and sister operated
while I was in the army. Local
taxes have accumulated and I'd
like to borrow under the G. I.
Bill to pay them. May I?
A. Yes. You may get either a
farm or tiome loan to use to pay
off taxes. The same principle
applies to taxes on a town or
city home owned by a veteran.
Q. I served with the RAF
during World War II. As an
American and a veteran, am I
entitled to any benefits unde
the G. I. Bill?
A. Yes, Americans who ser-
ved in the armed forces of Al-
lied nations are eligible for bene
fits of ' the G. I. Bill, provided
they reside in the United States
and have not received simila
berefits from the foreign gov
ernment they served.
Q. I am the widow of a Worl
War I veteran. I lost my only
son in World War IL I have no
received any pension since my
husband died of illness in 1940
but have received 845 a month a
a pension from my son's service
This is my only source of in
come. Am I entitled to an addi
tional pension through m
husband?
A. Yes. You may file thi
claim at the nearest Veter
Administration Contact Office.
Milk is the U. S. farmer'
largest single source of cash in
come, outranking cattle, cotton
wheat, eggs, and tobacco.
For Better Monuments
see James Y. O'Bannon, with the Paducah Gran-
ite, Marble & Stone Co., as we are stilFrender-
ing that service we have maintained so long.
Before you buy, give our Mr. O'Bannon a
chance to show you the finest in materials in
this section of the country, plus our workman-
ship, and our way of erecting these monuments.
402 S. 3rd. Street Phone 799 Paducah, Ky.
Tax Notice
City taxes for 1946 are due July 1. If
paid by July 20, a discount of 2 percent will
be allowed. Unpaid taxes after November 1,
1946, are subject to a 10 percent penalty and
interest charges. Upkeep charges on cemetery
lots are due, also special assessments for WPA
streets are receivable. Water accounts become
due the first of each month, and are subject to
a 10 percent penalty after the 18th of the month.




By James E. Hague
AP Newsf44turso
Baltimore, June 1 — A friend-
ly contest between the plastics
industry and Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity may determine the des-
tiny of this wonder material.
The industry tries to make la-
minated plastics that chemical
engineers can't break, pull apart
or burn. The chemists at Johns
Hopkins keep doing all those
tilings—and the industry domes
back for more, because the re-
sults of the tests indicate to the
manufacturers just what they
can do—and can't do—with plas-
tics.
How much pounding can a
piece of plastic take? How far
can you stretch it? How many
millions of times can you bend
it? How hard can you hit it
without breaking it? What does
cold do to it? Heat? Humidity?
Fungus? •
Those questions, and many
others, are being answered in
what is believed at Hopkins to
be an unprecedented link of in-
dustry and university. All the
major American produeers of
laminated plastics send samples
of basic materials to Hipkins tor
thorough, unbiased tests and for
comparative reports.
Raising Standards
Laminates differ from molded
plastics — the kind recognized
most frequently in everyday use
—but some form of laminated or
sheet plastic appears in many
things used today, from irons to
airplanes.
Out of the thousands of tests
come charts and graphs which
show the fundamental proper-
ties of every piece of laminate
produced by the industry. Each
manufacturer knows how his
product stands in relation, Just
who is ahead of him or behind
him he doesn't know.
The only man who does know
—Dr. Ralph K. Witt, associate
professor of chemical engineer-
ing at Hopkins—forgets as soon
as he can.
On the foundation of basic
knowledge is built two things—
improvements by manufacturers
and development of new pro-
ducts.
Bullet-Proof Know How
Thus, the Hopkins testing "lab"
reported basic findings that glass
cloth substituted for cotton in a
laminate had far more impact
resistance. The manufacturer put
two and two together and bullet-
proof glass cloth plastic was the
result.
The project, headed by Dr.
Witt, was started because the
tremendous war-time need for






treats 1600 sq. ft.
Economy quart sire $2.98
NO MORE back-breaking weed
digging! Now you can enjoy a
beautiful, weed-free lawn by just
mixing 2 tablespoons of WEED-
NO-MORE to a gallon of water
and spraying it on.
Weeds will soon begin to shrivel
and die. WEED-NO-MORE kills
dandelion, plantain and other
ugly weeds—yet won't injure issiL
Get it today! Just spray on ...
WEED-NO-MORE.
Eldred Hdwe. Co.
clearing house where elemental
questions of plastic values could
be answered with the least waste
motion and time.
The thirteen major producers
of laminated plastics in this
country set up and financed the
Hopkins project, with Dr. Witt
in charge and with chemical
engineers, phyiaical chemists and
graduate students on his staff.
Each producer sends one sam-
ple of various plastic materials,
ranging in price from a few
cents to a dollar a pound. The
samples are given a code num-
ber and each firm is informed of
its own number, but no one
else's. Dr. Witt tries to forget
the master list to guarantee im-
partiality. The number assigned
to a specific firm—General Elec-
tric, Westinghouse, etc. — is
changed frequently.
Gaining on the Field'
One concern, for example, re-
ceived a report from Dr. Witt
that its product stood 10th in a
field of 13. The manufacturer
studied the disappointing data,
put the pressure on his own en-
gineers. The next report showed
that firm standing third.
The project takes up only a
small amount of space but in a
matter of seconds, a piece of
plastic can be shunted from the
artificially created heat of the
noonday sun, to 30 degrees be-
low zero, to 179 degrees above
zero, to a drenching rainfall.
Whirring motors spin the cams
which bend plastic back and
forth—perhaps 20,000,000 times
—until it breaks. Each bend is
counted.
Plastic is compressed with 50,-
000 pounds pressure, pulled apart
by 10,000 pounds. A 15,000 volt
arc dances across the stuff until
the insulating properties are
burned out. That exact second
is recorded.
Fungus grows on laminates in
hundreds of glass jars. The re-
sult will tell the manufacturer
what to expect from plastic in
the fetid jungles. Plastic is bak-
ed for hours and hours. There
are many plastic parts in an air-
plane and the heat resistant pro-
perties must be known before
a plane can be parked on a dazzl-
ing concrete apron under the
tropic sun with predictable re-
sults.
Household Discoveries
A hardness test proved that a
plastic washboard could be treat-
ed to be as impervious to soap
and cleansing materials as por-
celain. The difference was a dish
dropped on porcelain usually
broke. It didn't on the softer
plastic.
They showed in routine tests
that another type was a poorer
heat _ conductor than asbestos.
The manufacturer took that tip
and made plastic linings for re-
frigerators.
Dr. Witt's office is chocka-
block with laminate examples.
He is certain the future of plas-
tics is almost unlimited.
"But that future must be
charted," he says, "and we are




material is being pat
uses in Australia. A
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planned to exhibit itiuse t to tow his
breakfast food firm s
using obsolete at .
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In the Democratic Primary for United State.
on Saturday, Augumt 3, Pit.,
VOTE FOR
BLAKEY HR
He offers a constructive legislative program,
lie volunteered to serve in two World Won,
Let's elect hink ko serve in the Senate/
HKADQUAIRTERS.
431 Weet Jeffer4oa Si.
LeulavIll• 3, Ky.
.. •
FOR HOMES BEYOND THE CITY GAS MM
Cook with your own ges
gas, the bottled cooling
delivered in cylinders
you need it. Used wills a
On-gas rang*, if provides
cooking et its very finest
Hamby's Electric
Service & Supply C
213 N. Harrison St. Phone 707
Princeton, Kentucky
L kir VP, 9 9 IP/ 9, 9
PLASTIC
SANDALS
Sheer Flattery - A Jewel
of a Shoe
No. 1102 Clear Plastic
No. 1104 Red Plastic
No. 1105 White Plastic
Sheer plastic performs sheer magic in emphasizing the
prettiest lines of the prettiest foot. Tomorrow's love.
liness today in clear plastic, Red plastic and White PIP
tic. Sizes 4 to 9 — And you won't believe the price.
WHERE YOUR 13 HAVE MORE CENTS
4tt"'
owing many readers of this
realize that civic ad-
ment, good local govern-
gin at home and that
• are anxious to 
get started
constructive program, I ad-
ed a letter to the mayor
ak Park, Illinois, 
which for
des has been one of the best
riled cities in America, ask-
him to tell me briefly what
es the town tick. From the
I learned that Oak Park
not have a mayor, and that
not a city but a village,
h its population it around
. Instead of a mayor the
e has a president.
t the term "village" is the
thing quaint about Oak
h. as you will learn by read-
the following paragraphs
• a letter written by Robert
laesel, Comptroller, to whom
.president referred my in-
Oak Park we have had
-Partisan elections since the
e was organized. Men are
chosen for their bust-
ability and not because of
'cal strength.
e have a Village form of
consent consisting of a
'dent and six Village Trus-
t the present time, Mr.
W. Cochran, who is a
successful businessman, is
'dent of the Village and each
e six Village Trustees is a
ful business man.
e have a population of more
70.000 people, yet the corn-
salaries of the President
the six Village Trustees is
less than $6,500.00 annually.
"We are immediate neighbors
of the City of Chicago, yet our
tax rate is far below that of
Chicago.
"We maintain first class Po-
llee, Fire and Health Depart-
ments. Our Streets and Alleys
are kept as clean as in the best
municipalities in the United
States.
"Appointments of department
heads are also made on merit
and not for political reasons.
"We have a good looal news-
paper—The Oak Leaves—which
gives the readers a true picture
of all happenings at the Village
Board Meetings and when elec-
tion time draws near, the news-
paper gives its honest opinion
and a true history of all candi-
dates.'
Fop about halt a century Oak
Park has been known for its
high standards in local self-gov-
ernment. It has set a mark few
counties, cities, towns in Ken-
tucky may reach in the near fu-
ture, but Oak Park serves as a
splendid example for communi-
ties throughout our state.
The difference in governmen-
tal form between Oak Park and
Kentucky municipalities is not
important. Any city, town or
county in Kentucky can do what
the Illinois city has accomplished
if the people make up their
minds to put able business men
in key offices and then give
them the moral support they are
entitled to.
Yes, Kentucky communities





'eyed For Both Himself
ad Wife, He States.
ined Ten Pounds
etonga gave me and my wife
• blessed relief from the toy-
of nervous indigestion, it
now our family medicine,"
Mr. S. R. Dickey, of 603
y Ave., Knoxville, Tenn.
ing his case, he gratefully
and:
r stomach gave me no
. Everything I ate seemed
ease my distress and all
tasted the same. I was so
pated I had to keep tak-
strong laxatives. I felt so
ess that I seldom slept more
a few hours at night and
the mornings I didn't feel
working. I lost weight and
resistance seemed so low
I was subject to colds the
round. I seemed to be al-
s upset.
etonga promptly brought me
ndid relief. I eat like a wood
pper now and I have dis-
ed strong laxatives. I have
eras, vocation trip-
2!L trips- sofolyt
regained ten pounds and feel
that I am now as near par as
it is possible to be. Hardly a
day passes I do not tell some-
one to try this famous medicine
which is always in our house
in case of need."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to insufficient flow
of digestive juices in the stom-
ach, loss of appetite, Vitamin
B-1 deficiency and constipation.
Accept no substitute. Retonga
may be obtained at Dawsons
Drug Store. — Adv.
FOR LONGO CAR UPI AND
SAF1R DRIVIND—WI ItICOMMIND
THISI SIRVICI °MATIONS — • •
CATTLE SHIPPED BY AIR— Ouernsey calves stand in their
stalls on board a twin-engined cargo plane at Teterboro, N. J.,
ready for their flight to Bogota, Colombia. The trip, which will
take 24 hours, is describea as the first long distance mass ship-




millions who live now on the
brink of starvation in China's
river valleys and basins probably
will be joined by hundreds of
millions more before this cen-
tury has passed.
When peace comes there at
length, her leaders plan to pro-
vide higher living standards and
modernized agricultural methods,
improving health conditions and
the food supply. This will lower
the death rate, while her birth
rate, one of the highest in the
world, remains as it is unless
something unforseen happens.
The rice paddy civilization which
has burdened all Of eastern Asia
with a population it can barely
support will find the infusion of
western culture a mixed blessing.
Rice Needs Hands
To cultivate paddy rice many
hands are needed. The farmer
must have a large family to help
him. The family must be kept to-
gether in a close-knit unit, rooted
to the land. Stability, perma-
nence, unchanging customs, the
sacred importance of rice and the
land on which it grows—these
are the dogma of rice paddy
cultivation.
Thus, Dr. Irene B. Taeuber, of
Princeton University's Office of
Population Research, and other
scholars explain the high birth
rate—about 45 per 1,000 per year.
Death, too, is profligate in its
reaping—about 39 persons out of
1,000 dying each year. (In the
United States the death rate is
10.9 per 1,000 per' year, and the
birth rate is 21.5 per 1,000, giving





safely and dependably until you get
delivery of your new Chevrolet
Today, more than ever before, it's Important
to keep your car "alive"—to keep it serving you
safely and dependably—until you can get
delivery of a new Chevrolet! And the best way
to do that is to come to us for sidled, re/iabie,
car-saving service, now and at regular intervals.
Our expert mechanics—working with modern
tools, genuine ports, quality materials—can
add months and miles to the life of your car.
Remember—we're members of America's fore-
Floods, famines, epidemics and
internal wars have taken in
some years tens of millions of
Chinese lives. But western cul-
ture brings more food produc-
tion, a modicum of sanitation
and medical care, a degree of
civil order and security. This
means greatly reduced death
rates, while the babies swarm
in as fast as before.
If the Chinese population is
now 400,000,000 (neither Chinese
nor American scholars do more
than guess at it) Dr. Warren S.
Thompson, a recognized author-
ity, estimates it probably will
reach 606,000,000 by 1990. This
assumes there will be no increase
before 1950, on account of the
war; that China will have half
India's rate of increase between
1950 and 1960, and that the rate
of increase will equal India's
(12.1 per 1,000) after 1960.
Food Can Never Catch Up
No matter bow fast the Chinese
increase the rate of food produc-
tion, they will never catch up.
The more food is provided, the
more persons there will be to
eat it.
Industrialization might be the
answer, says Dr. Taeuber and
some other analysts. Develop in-
dustries and gather the people
into large cities, for the birth
rate always has decerased as
countries became industrialized.
But the hitch there is that
birth rates decrease so slowly.
Japan's birth rate did not de-
cline until after five or six dec-
ades of industrialization. The
population of Europe increased
seven-fold in the course of three
centuries of economic transfor-
mation.
Experience of England
In England and Wales the birth
rate did not decline until after a
century of industrialization and
urbanization. It is not reasonable,
say the experts, to expect a de-
cline in the Chinese birth rate
until the end of the twentieth
century.
If the situation is to grow in-
finitely worse before it gets bet-
ter, what will become of China's
people?
Dr. Thompson grimly predicts
that "the level of living will de-
cline and death rates will rise to
the point where the rate of in-
crease will diminish, that in-
creasing hardship rather than a
declining birth rate will bring





At last. aelentide Watt
Os clean dental plates and
bridges R EA LLY clean.
Just put your plate in
glass of water. Add • little
rodelt-actIng KLEENITE. With magic-like
speed, discoloration, stain. and denture odors
vanish — the origtnal clean brightness to
kt.tored It's easy, economical and safe.
Ask 'der druggist for KLEENITIC testa,.
Get KLEENITE today at Wood
Drug Company and all good
druggists.
Thouseasis say knees dodoes
discovery gives blessed nut his
irritation el the Wile tamed by
excess acidity la tie wise
Dilly settee poodles* trees
rusr.devna feralmilf Min







By using $10 of chicken money,
some scrap lumber around the
farm and plenty of hard work
on the art of herself and her
husband in building kitchen con-
veniences, Mrs. Thomas Oakes
of Lincoln county says she has
saved many a step since she
learned the importance of hav-
ing a place for everything and
everything in its place. Mrs.
Oakes is a member of the
Preachersville Homemakers'
Club.
Included in the improvements
made were the building of an
eight-foot cabinet with space
planned for utensils, dishes and
linens; another cabinet was
raised to correct working height,
and a woodbox on rollers, tea
wagon and stepladder-stool were
built. Cabinets, work table and
Virginia Fights
Rocky Mountain Fever
Richmonr, Va. —(2)— Rocky
Mountain spotted fever is the
name, but Virginia in the Ap-
palachians had the most cases in
the nation last year-93. Health
authorities now are distributing
vaccine against the disease and
warning people to check any
skin sensation occuring after
walks in the woods or grass-
lands, fOr fear they may be from
the wood tick that spreads the
shelves were covered with li-
noleum for easy cleaning, and
articles most frequently used
were placed so that this home-
maker doesn't have to stoop or
reach. Not the least important
art of the newly planned and
decorated kitchen is the rest
corner, where a comfortable old
rocking chair was placed beside
a small table with the newspa-
per and mending basket.
ailment. The tick waits four
hours after biting before shoot-
ing germs into the skin. About
one case of the disease in six
is fatal.




SomminaE, halfiiay across the world, two little children cry
bitterly from hunger. Children cannot understand the why of
hunger—they know only the gnawing pain, the piteous weak-
ness. A heartbroken mother listens helplessly.
Their only hope—and the hope of millions like them—is that
Americans will not be complacent in a starving world. . . =.t
you will share the abundance that is yours.
You are pledged to "Share a Meal Every Day," to help supply
tarving people with fat and wheat products. But the need for all
foods is so desperate that you're asked to do more . . . to give
money to buy food, or give food in tin cans, and to give gener-
ously! I
Where the food you give will go. Contributions of canned
foods will be distributed free in war-devastated countries ots,
the basis of greatest need.
Why food must be in tin cans. Food in tin cans can be
handled safely for distant shipments and travel over difficult
roads.
\ Why the need Is so desperate. The battles that brought
as victory scourged most of the countries that fought as our
allies. The worst drought in fifty years followed the war. Crops
failed throughout Europe and Asia. 300,000,000 men, women,
and ebilsken are hungry and starving.
In the Kentucky mountains the
flight of a bird into a house is
considered a bad luck omen.
It is estimated that there are
14. to 18 square feet of skin on
the average adult human body.
Army veterans who held certain
Military Occupational Specialties
may reenlist in a grade commensu-
rate with their skill and experience.
provided they were honorably dis-
charged on or after May 12. 1945-
-and provided they reenlist before
July 1, 1946. Over three-quarters
of a million men have joined the
new Regular Army already. MAKE
IT A MILLION! Full facts are at any
Army Camp. Post. or Recruiting
Station.
I. GIVE MONEY.
More food can be obtained for a given
amount of money when it is bought cen-
trally and in large quantities. Send cash,
xioney order, or check to your local Emer-
gency Food Collection Committee or to
Lee Marshall, Executive Director, 100
Maiden Lane, New York 7,N. Y.
Leave at any Emergency Food Collection
depot.
Urge your church, dub, or organization
to pottwocited
behalf of UNRRA
HENRY A. WALLACE, National Chairman
This advertisement was prepared by the Advertising Council for the Emorgancy Food Collection and Is sponsored by
REFINERY SALES CORP.
LANEAVE'S
DR. W. L. CASH. MAYOR
CORN ICK OIL CO.







Funeral services for D. H.
Stevenson, 87, who died at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. J. M.
Moore, N. Jefferson street, last
Wednesday, were held Friday
afternoon at Morgan's Funeral
Home, the Rev. J. P. Bright of-
ficiating, assisted by the Rev.
H. G. M. Hatler. Mr. Stevenson
had been in ill health the last
several months.
Survivors are three daughters,
Mrs. J. M. Moore and Mrs.
Hampton Hobby, Princeton, and
Mrs. Kane, Louisville.
Pallbearers were Clyde and
Kenneth Spickard, the Rev.
Cordis Womack, Kenneth and
Ralph Kane, Louisville, and Car-
roll Wadlington.
Burial was in Cedar Hill
Cemetery.
Mrs. Helen Wells
Mrs. Helen Wells died at her
home here Surtday,- June 16.
Funeral services were held at
Lance Nichols Cemetery, Cald-
well county, the following day.
She is survived by her husband,
Oscar Wells, four children, and





Victor H. Schroer, Evansville,
Ind., and a brother-in-law of
H. Clint Adams, will preach at
Friendship schoolhouse Saturday




J. Lester McGee, Minister
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:55 a.m.
Sermon subject: "Christians In
Spite Of Everything."
Youth Fellowship 6:30 p.m.




Mon. 7:30 p.m. Girls Interest
Group.
Wed. 7:30 p.m. Mid-week Ser-
vice. The Pastor will preach.




Fri. 6:30 p.m. Methodist Men's
Club.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Marning Service




J. P. Bright, minister
Sunday School each Sunday at
9:45 A. M. Mr. Robt. Coleman,
supt.
Morning Worship each Sun-
day at 11 A. M.
Young People's meeting at
6:36 P. M.






9:45 a.m. Sunday School.




Preaching services at 11:00, by
ByRNES AND BEVIN EXCHANGE GREETINGS — Great Britain's Foreign Minister Ernest Bevin
(left) Crakes a -hand with U. S. Secretary of State James-F. Byrne* _fright) as they =bred at,
the council table where the Big Four Foreign Ministers' conference reconvened in Paris. (AP
Wirephoto)
What It Means-
Swiss Deal On German Gold
By Graham Hovey
Washington—The recent Al-
lied-Swiss agreement for dt-
posal of German assets in Swit-
zerland had a lot of significance,
and the three months of hard
bargaining which produced it
also produced some fascinating
related angles.
One of these was an attempt
to trace $130,000,000 of stolen
gold which apparently showed
up in five countries during the
war.
The agreement was significant
because it set a pattern for Al-
lied negotiations on German
assets with the other European
wartime neutrals — Sweden,
Spain and Portugal. The Allies
got only about "half a loaf"
from the Swiss. They hardly
can expect more from the others.
More important from a long-
range view is that the agree-
ment apparently tossed into dis-
card a lot of previously-accepted
international 1 a w concerning
neutrals.
This was the picture when ne-
gotiations started in Washington
March 18:
The United States, Britain and
France claimed German assets
in Switzerland, which they esti-
mated at upwards of $750,000,-
000. They said it was necessary
to take over these holdings to
make certain they never could
be used to help Germany rearm.
Also, they added, the Allied
countries devasted by Ger-
many had a right to use assets
to rebuild.
The Swiss had different ideas.
They would sieze the assets —
which they estimated at only
about $250,000,000—and guaran-
thz pastor.
Christian Endeavor at 6:15 p.m.
Preaching services at 7:00 p.m.
by the pastor.
OTTER POND BAPTIST
S. Orvis Wyatt, Pastor.
Sunday School every Sunday
at 10:00 AM.
Preaching Services at 11:00
A.M. and 8:00 P.M. on second
Sundays, at 11:00 A.M. on Sat-
urdays before fourth Sundays,
and at 11:00 A.M. on fourth Sun-
days:
The public is cordially invited
to attend all services.
WILL YOU GIVE THAT HI MAY 
LIVE?
• The best years of his lie, 
the rest of his life, await him. But
he needs food to keep alive.
Of course you have already pledged 
to "Share a Meal Every
Hey" to help oaarving people, but 
the need for all foods is so
desperate, that you're 'eked to do 
more—to give money to
buy fO0d. Of give food in tin 
cans. Give as your own heart
says you must ... 
generously.
HIRE'S WHAT YOU CAN DO!
stivi mason'. More food can be 
obtained for a given
amount of money when it is 
bought centrally and in large
quantities. Send cash, money order, at 
check to your local
Emergency Food C011eCtiOtt 
Committee or to Lee Mushall.
Executive Director, 100 Maiden 
Lane, New York 7, N. Y.
1. GIVE FOOD IN TIN 
CANS. Leave at any Emergency Food
Collection depot
Urge yaw sherds, shsb, (sr 
ergessIsettee te perddpete I
, THE LILLIE F. MURPHY STORE
tee they never would be used to
finance a German war machine.
They said that under interna-
tional law they could not turn
the assets over to the Allies
without compromising their neu-
trality. Also, they had claims of
their own against Germany
which they believed should be
satisfied from the assets.
Allied officials suggested tart-
ly that perhaps the loss of these
Swiss claims against Germany
would constitute the price of
neutrality in a World War. In-
directly, the Swiss were given
to understand that unless they
came across, the United States
might be slow in releasing about
$1,750,000,000 in Swiss assets
"frozen" here during the war.
The Swiss were stubborn.
They said a lot of what the Al-
lies called German assets were
really Swiss, having been ac-
quired in ligitimate trade trans-
actions. Twice the negotiations
bogged down.
Finally a compromise was
reached. The Swiss would keep
half the German assets, exclu-
sive of gold money, and give
the other half to the Allies. The
Swiss would keep all the gold
money, estimated at $88,000,000,
but would pay the Allies about
two-thirds of that amount—$58,-
140,000—in Swiss francs.
The Swiss said no more about
International law, aside from ob-
ser,ving that this was a "policy"
decision, not a "legal" one.
The American negotiators said
they never had expected to get
all the assets. They conceded,
however, that by using the fro-
zen Swiss assets here as a club,
they probably could have forced
the Swiss to come across in full.
The United States was unwil-
ling to do this, they said, be-
cause it would constitute eco-
nomic warfare against Switzer-
land, whom the Allies need as an
economic partner in rebuilding
Europe.
British officials admitted they
were unable to apply pressure
because they could not afford
to lose their trade with Switzer-
land.
Only the French expressed
blunt dissatisfaction with the
agreement. They signed it, they
said, only under British-Ameri-
can pressure—because they could
not hold out alone. They expres-
sed particular resentment over
the gold settlement—because
France figured heavily in the
episode of the $130,000,000 of
stolen gold.
This was the story:
The $130,000,00 originally be-
longed to Belgium, which de-
posited it in the Bank of France
at the start of the War. When
France collapsed, the gold was
smuggled out ot Dakar in French
West Africa, but the Vichy gov-
ernment eventually brought it
back and turned it over to the
Germans.
Germany "appropriated" the
gold and the French claim, cach-
ed it in Switzerland for safe-
keeping and to buy war mater-
ials. When the was was over,
SPURLOCK'S SHOP
502 E. Main St.
Phone 178-J
France was hard-pressed itself
but reimbursed Belgium for the
lost gold, hoping to get much of
it back from the Germans. Under
the Swiss agreement France will
get but a fraction, and French
claims will have to be balanced
against those of other Allied
nations.
Hence, the French are asking
why a neutral country which
maintained profitable trade with
Germany through much of the
war should be permitted to keep
gold looted by the Nazis from
Allied countries.
The Swiss denial that the gold
was "looted" does not impress
France, and probably does not
convince other European Allied





rods are real protection, says the
Kentucky Agricultural Experi-
ment Station. In fact, there is no
record in Kentucky of a well-
rodded building being struck by
lightning.
Most of the 400 persons killed
each year in the United States
by lightning are killed on farms.
"Lightning," says the Experi-
ment Station, "tends to strike
the highest point in the vicinity,
which might be a barn, a tree
or a man working in a field.
Seek protection in a building on
which are lightning rods, if pos-
sible. Fairly good protection may
be had in a cave or depression
or in a grove or woods of con-
siderable size. Never seek a
small grove or get under a sin-
gle tree. Avoid metal objects
such as fences and machinery
during an electrical storm."
Prisoners Of Nazis
Write Book On Them
Munich, (JP)—Gen. Lucian D.
Truscott, commander of the
Third American Army, is one of
the few owners of a literary
work graphically describing the
growth of Nazism from 1918 to
1945.
Liberated inmates of Nazi con-
centration camps in Bavaria have
compiled data for this book. The
Bavarian state commissioner for
political prisoners, Otto Aster,
and Gottlieb Brantz, vice presi-
dent of the Bavarian Red Cross,
presented the book to the gen-
eral on their behalf.
Yugoslavia literally means
south Slavia, or the country of
the southern Slays.
Cool and refreshing to clammy-hot
skin after shopping, commuting,
active sports. Dorothy Gray Hot
Weather Cologne makes a discreet
summer perfume. Choice of 4 fra-
grances, Including Jasmin Bouquet,
Rose Geranium Bouquet, Natural,











The Bikini Atoll guinea pig
fleet includes some of the most
heroic veterans of Uncle Sam's
wartime Navy.
Among the battleships are
the Arkansas, oldest of them all
and survivor of two world wars.
"Arky" helped the Allied in-
vasion of North Africa, Nor-
mandy and southern France.
Also in on the Normandy land-
ing was the Nevada, first of the
oilburning super - dreadnaughts
and the only capital ship able to
get underway at Pearl Harbor.
Later she took part in the ac-
tion off Okinawa. The Nevada,
painted brightly, is to be the
bullseye for the atomic born-
- -
The veteran New York is an-
other two ocean veteran who
helped out in the North African
invasion, then at Iwo Jima and
was the only major ship to stay
on the job at Okinawa without
relief for the entire engagement.
Fourth of the erstwhile naval
queens is the Pennsylvania,
peacetime flagship which parti-
cipated in 13 amphibious land-
ings.
Then, of course, there is the
Saratoga, oldest carrier afloat
which fought all the way
through the war atlhough offi-
cially "sunk" by the Japanese
seven times. The ether guinea
pig carrier, the Independence,
won fame as a night carrier.
The heavy cruiser Salt Lake
City sank or helped to sink 15
enemy ships, damaged 10 others.
The heavy cruiser Pensacola
fought her way from Australia
early in the war back through
the Pacific to Tokyo.
Among destroyers in the sup-
porting cast are the Ralph Tal-
bot with 14 operational and en-
gagement stars to her credit; the
Murford that helped down
three Pearl Harbor attackers;
the Helm, which missed only
two months of the entire war;
the Stack, survivor of many at-
tacks and participated in major
Pacific campaigns; the Trippe
which twice escorted the late
President Roosevelt on confer-
ence trips; and the Flusser
which tried to intercept the
Pearl Harbor attackers.
Other destroyers are the Bag-
ley, which won eight engage-
ment stars, downed 11 Jap
planes and resuced 465 survi-
vors of the First Battle of Savo
Island; the Hughes, participant in
25 occupations or raids. All the
others, the Wainwright, May-
rant, Smith, Lamson, Anderson,























































CHICKENS DIE IN GRAIN SHORTAV_LE- Albert
which died of starvation in on daypoultry
able to secure grain for his flock. New England
many weeks. (AP Wirephoto)
J. Lupien stands beside pile of 200" chi
farm near Chelmsford, Mass., when he was
farmers have been beset by a feed shortage
Only A Dog
Would Talk Like That
Salt Lake City —03)— Doris
Dibble, University of Utah stu-
dent who plays the bass viol in
the Utah symphony orchestra,
found herself prey to a gag—soon
well worn—after she took a
spare time job in a veterinar-
ian's establishment.
"Ah-ha," says an acquaintance
archly, "so you play the 'dog-
house' and work in a dog hopsi-
tal."
viable fighting records.
As for the subs, there are the
Parche which sank or damaged
108,220 tons of Jap shipping in
six patrols; the Dentuda, one of
the newest type subs; the Skip-
jack which sank four Jap ships:
the Cearaven which rescued 32
Australian aviators, and the
T u n a, Pilotfish, Skate and
Apogon.
Among the foreign element in
the cast, the German heavy
cruiser Prinz Eugen is best
known for taking part in the
fateful engagement with the
British battlecruiser Hood, and
for making a successful dash
through the English channel.
The Nagato was best known as
the former flagship of Admiral
Yamamoto.
Ninety-seven vessels, ranging
from landing barges up to bat-
tleships, make up thg. fleet.
Some 32,000 Navy men are in
the contingent needed to move
the fleet into position for the
big blast and to man supporting
vessels. About 2,100 Army men
also belong to the joint Army-
Navy task force assigned to the
bomb test.




Labor News, a weekly publica-
tion of the Kentucky Federa-
tion of Labor, has asked remov-
al of U. S. Senator W. A. Stan-
fill of Hazard as Republican
State Chairman.
The paper declared, in an un-
signed editorial, that Stanfill
had attacked "John L. Lewis and
all labor unions" in a Senate
speech.
"Need more be said?" The edi-
torial concluded. "We still insist
that Stanfill must go. Write our
Governor and tell him so."
It is expected that within the
next few years more than 300,-
000 stores will handle frozen





rice Weaver, Montana State II
versity student and bo
parked his automobile in ne
foothills and went in search
spring flora. Returning, he f
33 bullet holes in the car,
eluding several in three
tires. Young vandals
shooting with a .22 caliber ri
were blamed for the destruct'
Many children do not
sufficient visual maturation
begin reading until they
seven or eight years old.
In cities over a million po
tion, it is estimated that
resident takes more than
rides a year on the sub
street cars, trackless
coaches and gas buses of his
transit system.
One, 4-room dwelling on N. Darby St.
Nice large lot.
Leading printer of his time, Ben Franklin, used the "latest type"
hand printing press, capable of turning out about one hundred
The modern printing presses in the LEADER Job Printing Depart-
ment are capable of turning out more than 50,000 impressions in
a single 8-hour day. They are not only fast but extremely
Fine printing requires accurate presses — inexpensive printing
requires fast presses. Our equipment fills both requirements.
C of 200 .
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r room, great nations of the
world unite




he clock is 





ubs elbows with 
a squat jar
from Bombay.
print from Holland smiles 
up-
on the wall;








brought back from Greece.
thread of incense vapor, blue
and thin,
pirals about a Chinese-carved
Kwan-yin;
own ancestors used this
powder horn
And kept these chairs for ch
il-
dren yet unborn.
ur good cat Cricket, gentle,
round, and slow,
as rescued from an alley
months ago,
ile Janny, small black kitten
refugee,
de the long trip from Scot-
land here by sea.
e clock speaks kindly to the
quiet room,
uttling the seconds on its tire-
less loom;
e birch logs whisper low of
this and that,
While Cricket, who was once
an alley cat,
And wee Scotch Janny, from the
banks of Clyde,




Country Club June 26
Formal opening of the Prince-
ton Country Club is scheduled
for Wednesday night, June 26.
A dance will be given for mem-
bers and their invited guests.
Music will be furnished by
Francis Craig and his orchestra,
Nashville.
Sholar —Troutman
The marriage of Miss Margar-
ette Jane Sholar, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. I. T. Sholar, Hop-
kinsville Road, and Mr. Harold
Aubrey Troutman, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest H. Troutman,
Charleston, S. C., took place at
the First Methodist Church, Hop-
kinsville, Wednesday afternoon,
Jhne 12, at 2 o'clock with the
Rev. A. C. Johnson, officiating.
Miss Elizabeth Ann Sholar, sis-
ter of the bride, and Mr. Wil-
liam McConnell were attendants.
The bride wore a white silk
jersey dress with tiny trim of
gold and white accessories. Her
corsage was an orchid. Her sis-
ter wore a blue-gray dress with
white accessories, and her cor-
sage was of white carnations.
Mr. Troutman recently return-
ed from overseas duty and ser-
ved as a first lieutenant in the
Army. He was stationed at
Camp Campbell before going
overseas. He is employed as
sales-manager for Ne-Hi Bottling
Co., in Salisbury, S. C., where
the couple will make their
home.
Mrs. Troutman was employed
as assistant clerk for the local
draft board, and more recently
was employed in the office of
the county court clerk.
Mr. and Mrs. Sholar enter-
tained with a dinner Wednesday
night at Pete Light Springs, near
Cadiz, in honor of the couple,
who left afterwards for a wed-
ding trip, which will include a
visit with his parents in Char-
leston, from where they will go
to Oceanbeach, S. C.
Homecoming At Claxton
A homecoming representing
five generations was held near
Claxton Sunday, June 16. A
picnic dinner was served to the
group.
Present were Mr. and Mrs.
Willard Henson, Mrs. Symantha
C. Henson, Mr. and Mrs. Rual
Henson, William Garland, James
E. Laprod, Mr. and Mrs. Her-
man Lowery and children, Bobby
Billy Sue, Robbie and Reba,
Mrs. Wesley Egbert and children.
Ray and Jackson, Mr. and Mrs.
Huey Driskell and daughter,
1111 The terrible emptircess of not having
enough to eat drove these children out
early in the morning. They are hopefully
waiting for food.
Millions of children are sick from hun-
ger. Many will die before help can reach
them. But you can help save many thou-
sands of others. Their only hope is your
generous help.
Will you GIVE
that they may LIVE?
'Yes, you've pledged to "Share a Meal
Every Day" to help starving people. But
the need for food is so desperate you're
asked to do more—to give money to buy
food, or give food in tin cans, and to give
generously.
Where the food you give wM go.
Contributions of canned food will be dis-
Thelma, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Driskell, Mrs. V. Turner, Mrs.
Bessie Ramage, Mrs. Ellen
Rem age.
Mr. and Mrs. Blane Wheeler
and children, Jimmie, Clyde,
Paul and Marvin Earl, Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie McGough, G. D.
Cormelaster and children, Myr-
tle, Vinson and Linda May, Mr.
and Mrs. Elbert Egbert and Wil-
liam Lois, Mrs. Ellis Haley,
Nebo; Mrs. Abbie McMain, Colo.;
Miss Yvonne Allison, Denver,
Colo.; Mrs. Irma Stone, Seaside,
Ore.; Mrs. Amanda Bridges and
Lisha Bridges, Chicago; Mr. and
Mrs. Sylvester Bridges, Chicago.
Shower For Bride
Mrs. Doward Stallins, a recent
bride, was honored with a mis-
cellaneous shower at the home
of Patsey French, June 18. She
was the recipient of many lovely
gifts.
Refreshments were served to
Mesdames J. E. French, George
D. Taylor, Harold Smith, Eugene
Young, Fenton Taylor, Floyd
Hunter, Pollard Tompson, Pool
Merrick, T. A. Ladd, Emmett
Word, Ernest Hunsaker, Klon
Pickering, V. E. Nuckols, Ar-
chie Hamby, Deamon Morris,
Charles Skees, Charles Lewis,
M. J. Glass, Chester Stallins,
Orville Bates, and Doward Stal-
lins.
Misses Micky Ladd, Velma
Stallins, Anna Katherine Morris,
Jeanette White, Clara White,
Klondean Pickering and Betty
French.
Birthday And Wedding
Dinner At Faughn Home
A surprise birthday dinne
was given at the home of M
and Mrs. Auther Faughn Jun
16, in honor of Mrs. Faughn'
49th birthday. Also a weddia
dinner in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
John Isaac Faughn and Mr. an
Mrs. Robert Hall, who wer
married June 15.
Present were Mr. and Mrs
Frank Burchett, Mr. and Mrs
Roy Francis, Mr. and Mrs. Owe
Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Grey, Mrs. Pansy Cartwright
Mrs. Annie Burchett, Mrs
Lawrence Williamson, Mr. an
tributecl free in war-devastated countries
on the basis of greatest need.
Why food must be In tin cans. Food
in tin cans can be handled safely for dis-
tant shipment over difficult roads.
HERE'S WHAT 
YOU CAN DOI
1. owt MONEY. 
More food can 
be obtained
for a give* 
amount of money 
when it is
bought centrally 
and in large 
quantities.
Send cash, 






or to Lee 
Marc/kill, EXeCtItiY• 
DititC10Y, 100
Maiden Lane, New 
York 7, N.Y.
2. 011/11 
FOOD IN TIN 















Col. Jack W. Durant (left), and his WAC wife, Capt. Kath-
leen 13. Nash Durant, stand in the door of an Army transport
plane at Washington, D. C., shortly before their departure for
Frankfurt, Germany, in custody of provost marshal officers.
They are held in the Kronberg Castle jewels case. (AP Wire-
photo)
Mrs. John Isaac Faughn, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Hall, Mrs. C.
N. Williamson, Mrs. Bettie
Faughn, Mrs. James George,
Mrs. Edna Cartwright, Mr. and
Mrs. Auther Faughn.
Marie and Barbara Lee Cart-
wright, Wanda Kay George,
Georgie Loverest, Joyce Cart-
wright, Rosie Williamson, Freda
Williamson, Magdalene and Bet-
tie Jean Faughn.
Preston Morris, Robert Wil-
liamson, Louis, James Ivin, Mel-
vin Sidney, and Junior Cart-
wright, Louard and Billy Grey,
Carey Burchett, Coy Mitchell,
Charles Cartwright, and Joe
Francis.
Later in the afternoon Mr.
and Mrs. Junior Francis and son
came and stayed a while.
Mrs. Faughn received many
beautiful and useful gifts.
Loriie Moon Circle
The Lottie Moon Circle of
the First Baptist Church met at
the home of Mrs. Ernest Chil-
dress, Highland Avenue, Tues-
day night, June 4, for its regu-
lar monthly meeting with 10
members present.
The devotional, from Matthew,
was given by the president, Mrs.
Ernest Childress. Mrs. Alvin
Lisanby had charge of the pro-
gram, assisted by Mrs. Robert
Jacob, Mrs. Willie Larkins and
Mrs. Claude Koltinsky.
Present were Mesdames Al-
vin Lisanby, Claude Koltinsky,
Hugh Skees, Robert Jacob,
ank Wilson, Gordon Glenn,
Willie Larkins, Ernest Childress
and Misses Gwen Booker and
Melville Young.
The hostess served a delicious
plate lunch, after which the
meeting adjourned to meet in
uly with Mrs. Hugh Skees.
. D. C. Meeting
The Tom Johnson Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet tonight
at 7:30 o'clock at the home of
Mrs. McKee Thomson, Washing-
ton street. An interesting pro-
am has been prepared, the sub-
ject: "The Blockade and Block-
ade Running."
Miss Mary Dancie Hodge will
ell of Rhett Butler as a blockade
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Braschler
and daughter, Barbara, of Wy-
oming, are visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hunsaker,
Hopkinsville Road.
Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Myers and
Miss Gary Hobgood, Hopkins-
ville, were visitors here Monday.
Mrs. J. M. Pool and son, James
W., and daughter, Barbara, of
Denver Col., are visiting Mrs.
R. M. Pool and other relatives
here.
Miss Hazeltyne Stephens has
returned to her home in Chicago
after a visit with relatives here.
Mrs. J. E. Bagshaw and son,
John Earl, Knoxville, Tenn., are
visiting her mother, Mrs. R. M.
Pool, W. Main street. Mr. Bag-
shaw will arrive this week-end
to accompany his family home.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Williams
and son, Jackie, Falls City, Neb.,
are visiting his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. J. S. Williams, W. Market
street.
Bishop and Mrs. J. M. Maxon,
Memphis, Tenn., spent Tuesday
here with Mr. and Mrs. Dique
Eldred, enroute to their summer
home at Richard's Landing, Ont.
Mrs. R. S. Robertson left
Wednesday for Tarrytown, N. Y.
for a visit with relatives.
Mr. J. D. Burgess accompanied
his daughter, Mrs. Jack Banks-
ton, and granddaughter, Cheryl,
to ,their home in Mississippi
Friday.
Misses Klondean Pickering
and Ann Katherine Morris spent
Sunday afternoon with Miss
Patsey French.
Mrs. V. E. Nuckols, Cedar
Bluff, is visiting her daughter,
Mrs. Bill Willis, Orlando, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Dearnon Morris,
Mrs. Charles Lewis, Mrs. Harold
runner, as told in "Gone With
the Wind," and Mrs. J. L. Walker
will give excerpts from letter
on "Running The Blockade."
Miss Virginia Hake will re
view Florence Means' "Th
Moved Outers," and Mrs. Cheri
Gaddie will review the U. 1). C
magazine.
All members are urged to
present for this last meeting
until fall.
'She has all our boy friends
since she's buying her clothes at
Sula & Eliza Nall
the store with the junior spirit and 
it's
where she finds the smartest wearobles
for juniors. Of course, We the home of 
those
Irresistible Doris Dodson Junior Dresses.
Smith and Mrs.' Charles Skees
visited Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Mor-
ris, Greenville, Sunday.
Mrs. A. K. Miller left Tues-
day morning for her home in
Tulsa, Okla., after a two months'
visit with her sister, Mrs. Fred
Taylor and Mr. Taylor, S. Sem-
inary street.
Dr. and Mrs. F. T. Linton and
Betty Jo are spending this week
with relatives in Ohio.
Bill Laverty, son of Mrs. Ro-
berta Laverty, has enrolled for
the summer term at Western
State College, Bowling Green.
He was recently discharged from
the Army, and had served in
India.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wood,
Mrs. C. M. 'Wood, Jr., and little
C. M. Wood, III, spent Sunday,
Father's Day, in Fairfield, Ill.
with Mrs. Wood's father, _A. A.
Smith, and brother, Marshall
Smith. Mrs. C. M. Wood, Jr. re-
turned via plane from a visit
in Washington, D. C. Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. McConnell,
Louisville, will arrive today for
a visit with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. R. A. McConnell, Eddyville
Road, and her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. R. S. Mason, Eddyville.
The Greeks were the first to
give each ship its own name—
usually that of a woman.
It is popularly believed in Hol-
land that where the stork nests
no fire will come.
Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kv
lhe Bride Wore a Hat
(By Dorothy Roe, Associated
Press Fashion Editor).
It's an era of tradition smash-
ing, and the June bride is among
the most enthusiastic smashers.
If she doesn't like orange blos-
soms and tulle she'll wear white
feathers and diamonds, and look
as lovely as grandmother ever
dared to look. If she doesn't
fancy white satin and a train
she'll be married in a suit and
top it off with the most breath-
lessly beautiful hat she can find.
She's a practical bride, modern
The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Reg. G. Lowery,
S. Jefferson -street', on the birth
of a son, Thomas Reginald,
June 17, at Princeton Hospital.
Mrs. Lowery is the former Rob-
bie Lou Hobgood.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Oldham,
Route 3, on the birth of a son,
William Joseph, June 13.
The expression "clink" is de-
rived from an old prison at
Bankside, London, named "The
Clink."
The average normal adult hu-
man body contains from eight
to 10 pints of blood.
to her fingertips, and often
figures she'd rather splurge
an outfit she can wear for
occasions than shoot the wor
on an elaborate wedding go
to be laid away in mothballs.
That's why many a June br
in 1946 has chosen an info
wedding outfit which can doub
for the honeymoon and for
occasions afterward. If she
lucky enough to have jewe
either of the heirloom vane
or the wedding gift species, she
find new and unusual ways
wear them—probably on
wonderful new hat.
The jewelers, and the millin
have put their heads toge
in fact, to turn out some of
most fabulous toppers in hat
tory., designed especially
June brides who are anxious
escape the tulle rut. Some,
lieve it or not, are intended
wear with formal wed
gowns, train and all, and oth
are planned to add an exo
topping to an informal bri
dress or suit.
A headdress of white hac
for instance, is garnished wi
three diamond clips and bows
tradition by adding a tulle
which may be removed after
wedding. The hat may then
gaily to cocktails or dinner e
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Stories of the big wind that
livill hit Bikini Atoll in July
1 i,1 ii,a a v e without doubt spread
1 i ' 'through all the villages of the
Harshen Islands, and the sim-
0, wide-eyed natives are pro-
bly jabbering day and night
about atom bombs, the newest
. tivention of the terrible and
wonderful white warriors.
Unless they have changed a
tt ,1 ot since I lived among them
l '' ast year, they probably are not
4ii.00 alarmed about the approach-
zill cataclysm on Bikini. The
%nlutary government men have
ttaken good care of them since
Jnited States forces first in-
raded the Marshalls, on January
1, 1944, and they seem to re-
tard Americans with confidence
affection.
- When. told OH the terribleder'
.,truction that the atomic explo-
e , ion will wreak, they will be
.1 are
ant 
fetter able to comprehend than
1 
(lost persons. They remember
4 • -...4. iwajalein, Roi-Namur, Eniwe-
1l• olt, and Engebi — their atolls
I • .rhich were verdant, palm-fring-
' t . 03 shores until the great battles
a the early months of 1944,
/hen bombs, fire and naval guns
'a a few days blasted away
'very living thing, until the is-
Inds were desert wastes, con-
- lining hardly a tree or shrub.
; Once before, on Jaluit Atoll
in late 1944, there was a his-
toric experiment by U. S. naval
forces to test the effectiveness
of a new weapon. Marine Corps
aviators struck Jabortown on
Jaluit, the Japs' administrative
headquarters for the Marshalls,
with napalm in the heaviest
attack employing the new in-
cendiary bomb which had been
conducted anywhere up to that
time. The clouds of fire that
enveloped the little island burn-
ed everything to a crisp.
The military observers watch-
ed attentively, and the report of
results assisted our aviators all
over the world in their first na-
palm bombings. The Marshall
Islands have become a sort of
intensive military laboratory.
The natives have seen some-
thing of all the blood-curdling
events. Some of them were on
all the atolls tfiErhave been bat-
tlefields of this war, including
those four by-passed bases of
the Japs—Wotje, Mille, Maloe-
lap and Jaluit — where Marine
and Navy flyers rained bombs
almost daily for more than a
year. The Navy evacuated as
many as possible and gave them
safe refuge, but thousands of
Marshallese today have harrow-
ing stories to tell their children
of life in a modern battle zone.
If the people of Bikini ever
return to their little atoll they
probably will have a story to
In the future, the City truck will collect
garbage every Saturday. All parties con-
cerned will please ca-operate by having
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge and
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
YOU CANT AFFORD TO SHOVEL COAL'
Install a fully automatic
Winkler Cost Iv 
your preseat fornec•
Save money and laser
No ewe aireacTives yew term.
WII1KLER STOKERS
ARE YEARS" AHEAD IN masfrr. SAVING
AND WORK 514WNG FEATURE'S
Every careful buying home ownet
should see the Winkler Stoker




with Its many refined
features is today THE
INDUSTRY'S out
standing product
It is saving money
and labor lot thou
sands of property own
4116 from coast to coast.
Investigate the Ees-Air
control ... The tulle auto
walk transmission which ,
hal ao she.. owl Pressen
flealed Homes the &see
mass as...... man slaws
eitthishe Mahar Genres .
Year Werreats Ge Melds, sash rocks ...




THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
_Military policemen guard a display of jewels in Washington, which are part of the $1,500,000
loot takiii- from the Kitiriberg castle in Germany. Left to right: 1st IA., Smith, Charleston,
S. C.; Pfc. Robert J. Karmazie, Lawrence, Neb.; Cpl. Robert K. Huber, Greencastle, Ind.; Lt. Col.
Ralph W. Pierce, Washington, chief of the provost marshal's criminal investigation branch; Maj.
John Salb, Cheverly, Md.; and Cpl. Hugh Blaize, Petersburgh, Ind. (AP Wirephoto)
tell which will top all the others.
The atom bomb and all the W
other wonders of western civil-
ization have come to Bikini in
a startlingly short period. The Tropic Diseases Home
records reveal little contact with AP Newefeaturee)
the Western world until 1908, New Orleans-1f you've been
worrying that your Pacific war
veteran would spread such pests
as Filaria sanguinus hominis
throughout your household, you
can relax now.
A world authority on tropical
medicine says the menace of an
exotic epidemic in the United
States—although it appeared real
enough early in the war—has
been virtually eliminated.
In fact, he warns, the greatest
danger is that fear of foreign ail-
ments will detract our attention
from native maladies which are
on the increase.
"For example," says Dr. Ernest
Carroll Faust, Tulane University
department of tropical medicine,
"there is a presistent increase in
the south of murine typhus,
which is transmitted by fleas
harbored by rats. That is more
of a menace to us now than most
of the diseases from India and
Alfalfa Stand Good the Pacific will ever be."
Estil Ballou of Adair county The diseases of which the
Army was most afraid, he re-
called, were malaria and filaria-
sis, or elephantiasis, both trans-
mitted by Mosquitoes. ("Filaria
sanguinus hominis" is the para-
site which causes filariasis.)
"The spraying of breeding
places helped keep down the
number of malaria cases," he re-
lated. "The taking of atabrine
daily minimized the number of
persons who acquired clinical
malaria while in the field, and
the malignant type of malaria
was almost completely cured. We
have examined a number of re-
turned men who had malaria,
but all cases were of the 'benign'
type which very seldom causes
when the Boston Mission So-
ciety established a "preaching
station" on Bikini and built a
church. The Marshallese were
easily converted, and today most
of them are honest, well-man-
nered, God-fearing Christians.
Yet they were no angels in
their savage days. The nineteenth
century whalers, who centered
their activities in the Marshalls,
cheated, debauched and outraged
them to such an extent that it
became suicidal for white men
to land on their shores.
Foreigners from many lands
have ruled them: Spaniards, who
discovered the Marshalls in 1529;
Germans, who took over from
the Spaniards in 1885; Japanese,
who were given a mandate over
the islands after World War I;
and finally the Americans,
secured a good stand of alfalfa
on a 12-acre field seeded in
April. The land had been well
limed and fertilized and seeded
to barley last fall after the corn
was cut. Although well disked in
preparation for seeding alfalfa,
much barley sureived to be har-
vested for grain.
Is your car, truck or trac-
tor radiator heating or leak-
ing?
If so, don't punish your
motor further. Let us clean
and repair it the modern way.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Help Them Clean's the Blood
of Harmful Body Waste
Tour kidneys are constantly altering
wait* matter from the blood stream. But
kidneys sometimes lag In their work—do
not act as Nature Intended—fail to re-
move impurities that, If retained, may
poison the system and upset the whole
body machinery.
Symptom. may be naWng backache,
persistent headache, attacka of dissinesi,
getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the •yer—a feeling of nervous
anxiety and loss of pep and atrength.
Other signs of kidney or bladder dis-
order are sometimes burning, scanty or
too frequent urination.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment in wiser than neglect. Use
Deavs's Pills. Done's have been winning
new friends for mom than forty years.
They have a nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by grateful pimple the
country over. Ask your iteighl
death or permanent illness.
"In general, relapsing cases of
malaria among returned troops
are limited to an average of two
years or less. The drug plasmo-
quin sterilizes this stage of the
parasite so that mosquitoes can-
not be infected when biting a ma-
larial carrier.
"Filariasis Wia not as preva-
lent as malaria in most areas,
but there were many cases, not-
ably in the Si'loan area. 'these
cases were brought home and it
was found that without re-ex-
posure, the initial infection sub-
sided without permanent mani-
festation of elephantiasis.
"There was some scrub ty-
phus, particularly in the Assam-
Burma area, in New Guinea and
the northern Solomons. There
were some deaths, but those who
survived were completely cured.
"Sanitary measures generally
took care of amoebic dysentery."
When Dr. Faust went to the
Philippines last year, there was
some concern over a blood fluke
which two or three thousand men
had acquired from bathing or
washing clothes in infested wa-
ter. The disease is transmitted
by a snail which is not found in
America, so it was a simple mat-
ter to prevent carriage of the
fluke to this country.
In Spring, Tra-la;
In Summer, Biff-bang
Oklahoma City —(iP)— Polio
Judge Mike Foster doesn't hay
to consult the calendar to fin
out when it's summer.
"It's summer now—unoffi
cially anyway," the veteran jur
1st announced. "We had four
neighborhood fusses over chil-
dren in one session of court."
Foster pointed out that i
summer, families sit on thie
porches, watch the children pla
and fight. Neighborhood distur
bances increase fivefold.
"In the winter time familie
stay inside, shut their doors an
there is not mum trouble," h
added.












fatted soap actually softens
'Your skin, smoothes it. helps it
maintain the oil balance It needg
kor that yob/sty look and feel.
That's because It's so extra
rich In lanolin, the oils that
act so like the natural oils ol your
Jack Millikrui of Lyon county,
second and third, respectively;
James Bates, Henderson county,
fourth, and James Rushing,
Lyon county, fifth.
James and Mary Rushing,
Lyon county, placed first and
second respecctively on pens of
10 limbs; Barbara Van Fleet,
Ohio county, third; Tom Phil-
lips, Simpson county, fourth,
and Bobby Davis, Union county,
fifth.
Drive safely and carry adequate Auto
Logical for days of rising temperature; this cooler
looking, cooling feeling hair style in bang sil•






Kentucky boys and girls, com-
peting with Indiana and Illinois
youth, captured top honors in
the 4-H Club division of the an-
nual Tri-State Lamb show and
sale at Evasnville, Ind.
The champion lamb was
owned by Joe Milliken, Lyon
county 4-H boy. Weighing 105
pounds it sold for $2.20 a pound.
Mary Rushing, also of Lyon
county, had the reserve cham-
pion, a 90-pound lamb that sold
for $1.25 a pound.
Tom Phillis of Simpson coun-
ty had the champion pens of
three and five lambs, The three
sold for 32 cents a pound and
the five for 281/2 cents. James
Rushing of Lyon county got 251/2
cents a pound for his champion
pen of 10 lambs.
In the ring of single lambs,
Kentucky 4,H club 'members
won in this order: Joe Milliken,
Lyon county; Mary Rushing,
Lyon county; Russell Bingham,
Lyon county; Bobby Davis,
Union county, and Tom Carter,
Crittenden county.
On pens of three lambs, Ken-
tuckians made the first five
placings in this order: Tom Phil-
lips, Simpson county; Joe Milli-
ken, Lyon county; Mary Rush-
ing, Lyon county; Owen Patter-
son, Ohio county, and Russell
Bingham, Lyon county. '
On pens of five lambs, Torn
Phillips of Simpson county











Proved in the WAR PLANES...
Now Ready for your CAR
Di MOTOR 01
For jra/MrAW Performance
This superior lubricant brings new endurance
and strength. Pine paraffin base crudes are used
for higher heat-resistance, less vaporization loss,
high film strength. Patented solvent-processing
does not destroy "natural" oiliness.
STAMINIZEDI' tow Re41
POR GREATER ENDURANCE











• HIGH VISCOSITY INDEX
• NIGH NEAT-RESISTANCE
• MAW AS IT LUMUCATES



























































doping a n d view-obstru
cting
billboards n highway right
s-of-
art' to be given special 
at-
by the legal staff of thetenth' •








be taken against vio-
lators who erect buildings and
$igns or dump 
trash on the pro-





Watkins said. "Besides obstruct-
many scenic views, signs and
roadside stands present a danger
-
out traffic 
hazard. If we are to
have safe high
ways. the simple
correction of such hazards will
go a long 
way toward decreas-
ing accidents. Reports in
 this
and other highway departments
have reflaCtial the danger of 
per-
nutting signs and buildings of
this nature to o
bstruct the view
around curves or in intersection
c°•111'Efefrossrts to bring tourists to
Kentucky will fail unless we can
prevent unsightly dumps and
the signs which detract from
scenic advantages nature has pro-
vided. Rights-of-way, procured
at considerable cost to Stat
e and
county, must be reserved for the
use intended. Definite penalties
have been authorized by. law,
and these are to be invoked.
"The Highway Patrol and the
legal section of the Department
of Highways are charged with
the responsibility of preventing
and correcting conditions of this
sort.
Help Wanted In Brazil
Rio De Janeiro—R)—There is
DO unemployment in Brazil. This
largest South American country
is seeking workers for all types
of new industries as well as ad-
ditional farmers, miners and con-
struction workers. Immigrants
are being sought to help solve
the labor shortage. Although
wages are not high, there are
jobs to be filled in every kind
of employment.
Everybody reads The Leader!
011%
GIs TEST 104-MAN LIFE RAFT — One-hundred and four GIs from Wright Field in Dayton, Ohio,
test ate new 104-man life raft developed by the Army Air Forces for use in event of a major
marine disaster. The raft is 38 feet in circumference and weighs only 79 pounds. (AP Wirephoto)
By Dorothy Brasher
Mr. and Mrs. John Rice and
son, Dick, are at home after
spending the winter in Jackson,
Miss.
Mrs. Albert Burnette and son,
Myron, are visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Davis,
of Detroit, are visiting her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Harris.
Mr. Martin Turley, Auburn,
and Miss Ida Belle Turley, of
Evansville, Ind., recently visited
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. H.
M. Turley.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Ray, of
Evansville, Ind., were the week-
end guests of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. R. P. Ray.
John Phelps, of Lexington, is
visiting his father, F. M. Phelps.
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Cod-
ding and daughters, Jean, Ceil
and Claudia Frances, of Ironton,
Mo., are guests of Miss Ada
Leeper.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Bald-
win and children, Lawrence, Jr.
and Barbara, of Bowling Green,
were the weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. T. L. Grubba
Miss Joan Bugg and Miss Nan-
Hail Insurance!
Insure your tobacco against hail. The cost
is only a trifle.
See or call the
Princeton, Ky.
KID SANDALS
cy Phelps are attending a sum-
mer camp at Ashland, repre-
senting the Cumberland Presby-
terian Church of Fredonia.
A miscelaneous shower was
given for Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
Blackburn at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Bugg Friday
night. Mrs. Blackburn is the
former Miss Rebecca Beavers,
of Detroit.
Pvt, William Melton spent
last weekend here with his mo-
ther, Mrs. Charles Melton. Pvt.
Melton is stationed at Ft. Knox.
Cecil D. Brasher, SK2c, was
discharged June 2 at Shewmaker,
Calif. He is now at home with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Brasher,
Farmersville News
By Mrs. Virgil Watson
Mrs. • Alga Brown is visiting
her daughter, of Marion, Mrs.
W. P. Alexander.
Louise Mitchell is visiting
Mrs. Junior Sigler, of Shady
Grove.
Bill Rowland was recently
discharged from the Navy. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Rowland.
Dorothy Asher, of Murray
College, is spending her vacation
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
R. L. Asher.
Mrs. Virgil Watson returned
home Thursday from Detroit ac-
companied by Mrs. N. L. Tur-
ner.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Hillyard
left Friday for California., af-
ter a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Hillyard.
Gerald Sigler spent Saturday
night with Mrs. Noah Baker.
Judy Rowland spent Thurs-




pair of nyloas, one pair of ray-
ons, three slips and six items
loosely catalogued as "unmen-
tionables" disappeared from a
clothesline recently and a wo-
man's footprints were found at
the scene.
Mere strips and straps
and flattery.. ,to
dance in, date in,
dress..up-and-be•cool







A pretty blonde society bride
and her war hero husband who
eloped three hours before she
was to marry another man, were
back in the bride's home town
Saturday, contrite but happy.
Mrs. Francy Bigggs Kurtz An-
tonides, 23, the bride and daugh-
ter of a prominent Colorado fam-
ily, summed up their feelings:
"I hope everyone will forgive
us. We are very happy. I have
been in love with Tony a long
time."
Her husband, Ralph L. (Tony)
Antondies, 25, who flew his
bride in a chartered plane from
pre-wedding preparations to a
church in Las Vagas, Nev., made
no immediate statement . The
newly-weds who hurried home
by plane hied away to a sum-
mer resort.
Antonides had attended a
bachelor dinner given for the
forsaken groom, Joseph B.
Blackburn, 25, of Denver, only
hours before he and his bride
slipped away.
In Denver Blackburn could
not be reached. His mother, Mrs.
J. B. Blackburn, explained he
was visiting relatives out of the
city.
"It's his 25th birthday today,"
she commented. "He's all right.
He taking it all right. It was a
verz unpleasant surprise, of
course."
Elaborate plans for a wedding
reception for the pilled groom
and Miss Kurtz were hastily
called off, but visitors from the
east already were on their way.
A dinner party for 300 event-




Shepherdsville, (IP) — Mr. and
Mrs. George Wigginton and their
son, Howard, are demanding
$300,000 damages because a pic-
ture of them and their cpw was
used to illustrate Collier's mag-
azine's "Weep No More, Ken-
tucky" article.
In separate suits filed in cir-
cuit court here, each asked $50,-
000 on charges of libel and $50,-
000 on charges of invasion of
privacy. The article dealt with
conditions in the Blue Grass
state.
Named as joint defendants in
each suit were P. F. Collier and
Sons, Inc.; Cowell-Collier Pub-
lishing Company; the American
News Company; the Louisville
News Company; Eddie Frantz,
operator of a local drug store,
and Harry Schacter, head of
the Committee for Kentucky.
The two news companies and
the drug store were named as
having distributed the magazine
and Schacter as having obtained
and mailed reprints of it. Schac-
ter's committee has been making
inquiries into ways of improving
Kentucky's standing among the
states.
A. E. Funk, former first assist-
ant attorney general of Kentuc-
ky, who filed the suits in be-
half of the Wiggintons, said they
were a "well-to-do" farm family.
Lucky Streak
Decatur, George
Johnson is in clover. - She re,
ports that so far this year she
has found one seven-leaf, three
six-leaf, 20 five-leaf and 175
four-leaf clovers.
Asphalt is a dense form of
petroleum.
HUGE WING SECTIONS PASS THROUGH TOWN—School
children leave their class rooms to watch a wing section of the
mammoth Hughes flying boat, "HK-1" pass through Hermosa
Beach, Calif., enroute from the factory at Culver City, Calif.,
to a graving dock in Long Beach where the plane will be launch-




Charleston, S. C. — (A") You
name it and ten to one E. B.
Donaldson will have it.
A boilermaker, Donaldson re-
ceived a Thanksgiving card from
his school teacher 40 years ago.
He still has the card and more
than 100,000 other articles he has
saved since then—all part of his
collection of objects, large and
small, rare and common.
collecting has been Donald-
son's hobby, but unlike most
collectors he does not specialize
on any particular item.
Everybody reads The Leader!
CANNING NEEDS
The following Specials for Saturday,
June 22 —
Quart Jars  Doz. 73¢
Pint Jars  Doz. 63¢
Mason or Kerrtops  Doz. 23¢




117 W. Market Phone 686
P .•
&&&&& .1•1'2•51:45"at,
The OPA authorized a country-
wide Price Increase of lc a quart on
whole milk and 1/2c a quart on but-
termilk, and 11c a pound on butter
effective June 7, 1946.
In compliance with this regula-
tion, we are increasing our prices,
effective Sunday, June 16.
Phone 161
A wasp can sting several times
in rapid succession and live. A
bee, having stung, usually dies.
Lambs produced by
junior club youths brou
record prices at the atm
of the Future Farmers of
ica and the 4-H Clubs of
tucky at Evansville, In
June 7. •
The grand champion pr
by Joe Millikan, 13 year
Club boy from Kuttaiva
county) Kentucky, was
chased by The Kroger
pany, of Evansville, for a
price of $2.20 a pound. Ro
Brown, branch manager
Terre Haute Kroger
personally bid in the c
animal. It weighed 105
Dale Wilson, 14 year
youngster of Utica (Davie
ty) Kentucky raised the
grand champion in that
was bid in by the Kroger
pany of Owensboro at
price of $2.10 a pound.
The sale was one of
ever held by Kentucky _
More than 900 lambs *
at an average priec a
a pound.
The first woman U. 4,




Lemon, lime, tangerine and
Mouth - watering pastel r
dresses, served up with frosty




sous and farm implements
general agricultural condi-
• Europe and Asia will
be restored before pro-
there is normal again.
meantime a burden of
production falls upon the
the United States.
• maintain the fertility of
soils, and to provide for
grass and legume seeds
ore indispensable than
• In support of that need
'rield Service Branch of the
v . (lion and Marketing Ad-
;ration, U. S. Department
ticulture, will make special
uats to farmers who pro-
and market certain kinds
,jume seed from the 1946
1 'taid Curtis E. George, chair-
. th a AAA. These are the-getes:
t.4 an acre, not to exceed 1-Cl
it for harvesting alsike, crim-
• fd, white and sweet clover
pr 1 hairy vetch. An addl-
. „ thit ,payment will be made for
! err i'pound marketed before
• 1 13, 1, 1947, as follows: red
m.0 ", 9 cents, alsike or alfalfa,
' are: tional payments will be
p warrant harvesting crops
hum yield which would
71, profitable without them.
f 1, are the U. S. 1945 pro-
trl'h and 1946 goal figures:
t .lover— 1945 harvested





on pounds), 1945 crop
goal 95. Alsike Clover
harvested acreage, 142,-
,I48 goal acreage, 187,000;








THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, 
KENTUCKY
LONG PUTTS FLUSTER-NELSON."-Byron Nekson puts Ilia-hand; on hisrhips a
nd walks from his
ball in a disgusted manner after Lloyd Mangrum (left, wearing hat) and Vic
 Ghezzi (center) both
sank long putts for birdies on the par three, third hole green at Cante
rbury Country Club,
Cleveland, 0., during playoff of National Open. Nelson went back and mis
sed his short putt for
a par. Mangrum won the title. (AP Wirephoto)
Kentucky farmers who save
their 1946 seed crops will not
only supplement their crop in-
comes, but will also contribute
their bit to the desperate need
for such seed.
Dairy Feed Program
To End June 30
Unless further notified, the
AAA will discontinue all subsidy
payments. The April, May and
June sales records of butterfat
and wholemilk will be accept-
able in the AAA office during
the months of July and August.
The rate for wholemilk pro-
duced and sold during the inonth
of April will be 60 cents a hun-
dred pounds. The rate for but-
terfat produced and sold during
April will be 17c a pound. For
the months of May and June
the rate for wholemilk will be
45 cents a hundred pounds and
design and referent in purpose, resting
a tribute of respect and honor to thc
dead, a constant source of inspiration




A larger Selection than
- you will find most any-..•
where.
AP Newsfeatures)
By Harold V. Ratliff
Fort Worth, Tex.—Ben Hogan,
golfs astounding atom whose
triumphs qualify him to speak,
advises every youngster to get
into this game.
In the first place, says little
Ben, there is nothing that offers
greater opportunity than golf.
"What business can a young
fellow get into that will make
him more money and as quickly,"
he asks. "Yes, I am speaking of
amateur golftrs as well as the
professionals. The amateur can
build his private business if he
plays good golf. It is advertising
that money can't buy."
In the second place, Ben wants
more competition.
He made this startling state-
ment at the Colonial National
Invitation tournament here. In
it he got competition aplenty,
having to break the competitive
course record in the last round
to win first place by a stroke,
Harry Todd of Dallas, a new
corner to pro golf, was the fellow
he had to beat.
Hogan was quickly asked if he
wasn't talking against his own
interests.
"No," Ben replied, "I am actu=
ally talking for my interests. I
believe the people are getting
tired of seeing the names of only
a few in the headlines. I thing
the monotony of it is going to
hurt the game of golf. I'd like
to see many topnotchers so that
in the tournaments the fan
would have little idea who was
going to win. In other words, I
don't want golf to be a cut-and-
dried proposition.
"With more 'interest in golf
that would come from more win-
ners there would be greater and
the rate for butterfat will be
15 cents a pound.
All records of beef cattle and
sheep 'and lamb sales must also
be presented for the subsidy
within 60 days from the date
of sale; provided, that not more
than one application by an ap-
plicant. may be filed in each
calendar month.
better tournaments, more money,
more galleries, I love competi-
tion. That's why I always like to
find out how the other plarers
stand ahead of me. It makes me
play better, gives the fans more
thrills if I know what I have to
do, set myself to do it—and do
it. Even if I fail, they know I
have made a good try, that I
have done my best to give them
their money's worth."
What Hogan meant was this:
Every tournament finds not
more than three players ranked
at the top; they are the same
players listed week after week,
month after month. It has to be
that way because they are the
ones who win. They are Hogan,
Byron Nelson and Sam Snead.
So, reasons Hogan, what is the
incentive to see a sporting spec-
tacle if you know in advance
who will be top man?
Of course, a certain number
will want to go out just to watch
perfection at work—lured by the
famous name. But there are
many who want to see a contest;
see somebody fight an uphill
battle and win; see the fellow
making his start grab a share
of glory.
About this competition Hogan
seeks:
Ben is willing to take his
chances with the best if it means
more glory, more money and
more golf.
"How much longer do you
think you can continue as one of
the game's top men?" Hogan
was asked.
"As long as I keep my in-
terest," Ben shot back.
Hogan is 34 years old and has
been a winner for a decade.
Country Store
Piano Goes Bing
Hamilton, Mont. —(W)-- Coun-
try storekeeper Harry W. John-
son, who writes songs as a hob-
by, had a field day recently
when he played piano accom-
paniment to his "Have You Ever
Seen Montana," while a tourist
sang the refrain.
The tourist was Bing Crosby,
just passing through town.
Everybody reads The Leader!
Strictly first-line
quality' Don't pay









Truman has proposed to Congress
a 12-point program for 
unifica-
tion of the armed services whic
h
he said had his unqualified en-
dorsement" and the support of
the Army and Navy.
In a move to compose Army.
Navy differences, he sent iden-
tical letters to the Senate and
House Hilitary and Naval com-
mittee chairmen proposing:
Creation of a single depart-
ment of national defense head-
ed by one secretary of ca
binet
rank; purity for the air forces
under a non-cabinet "secretary
ranking alongside the civilian
heads otthe sea and land forces;
creation of a council of national
defense and of a national secur-
ity resources board along with
several other new defense
agencies.
"It is my hope that the Con-
gress will pass legislation as
soon as possible effecting a uni-
fication, based upon these twelve
rpinciples," the President said.
As a concession to Navy ob-
jection, the new program drops
the recommendation Mr. Truman
made for a single military chief
of staff in his message last De-
cember 18.
The President said that Secre-
tary of War Patterson and Secr
e-
tary Forrestal of the Navy had
made "splendid progress" toward
settling the pontroversy over
unification, which has continued
since V-J Day. He reported they
had reached agreement on eight
important elements of unifica-
tion and that "their differences
are not irreconcilliable" upo
n
four on which they failed to
agree entirely in a recent series
of conferences.
In its major provisions aside
from elimination of a single
chief of staff, the new proposal
coincides with legislation reco-
mended in April by the Senate
Military Affairs committee.
That bill was offered by Sena-
tors Thomas (D-Utah), Hill (D-
Ala.) and Austin (R-Vt.).
The Senate Naval Affairs com-
mittee has held hearings on it
and Chairman Walsh (D-Mass)
has announced any amendments
which grow out of these will be
offered when the measure
reaches the floor.
In the House legislation much
along the same lines is awaiting
action by the expenditures com-
mittee, which has indicated it
will hold off until the Senate
moves.
Along with the letter to the
committee chairman, the White
House made public the report
given to the President May 31
by Secretaries Patterson and
Forrestal in which they set out
their points of agreement and
disagreement, and the Presi-
dent's reply to them dated Sat-
urday.
He noted that they agreed on
creation of the council of com-
mon defense, a national security
resources board, joint chiefs of
staff, omission of a single mili-











Home-Owned and Operated by
HOTEL TRAGEDY VICTIM —
Mrs. Dorothy Cox Mahoney,
as identifiettby police as one
of two death victims in a
Washington hotel tragedy. The
body of Mrs. Mahoney, 25, a
short story writer, hurtled from
a ninth floor window, and 45
minutes later, her companion,
Arthur D. Millison, 36, a form-
er garage owner, plunged from
the same window. (AP Wire-
photo)
Prairie Pests
Are Dying Like Dogs
Pueblo, Colo. — (IF) — Prarie
dogs, long a pest to western
farmers, are being farred on in
earnest. One colony estimated to
number 40,000 inhabitants has
been wiped out at the Alpert
ranch north of here.
Poisoned oats are used, and by
dying them a brilliant yellow,
the exterminators claim they get
the birds to leave all the grain
for the little rodents. They say
birds dislike bright yellow.
The so-called lead in modern
lead pencils and crayons is nat-
ural graphite mixed with clay.




and supply, research agencies
and military education and
training. He termed their under-
standing a "significant accom-
plishment."
1' PIMPLES
Illacidosads tee. N. waiting
Yes. It is true, there le • safe.
barmier medicated liquid called
KLEENEX that dries UP PimPles
overnight r it acts to Worn and MinOve)
ugly blackheads. Those who followed sim-
ple directions and apPlued
retiring were a magi nglY SU rpriSed Wnen a y
found their pimples and blackhead• had dIsapPeured
These users enthusiastically praise Kleorea and
claim they are no longer embarrassed way
and are now happy with their clear
complexions Use Kloona. ii,,.. •p-
plication dr DOI 81.1 4.: /...4 1,71. 49C
Marra today. sum.
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
90 Pct. Of State
Flour Mills Close
Lexington —(P)— Ninety per-
cent of Kentucky's flour mills
are now closed and cannot re-
open until after July 1, when
the wheat harvest is received,
State millers were told here
Wednesday.
Charles P. Long, Shelbyville,
secretary-treasurer of the Ken-
tucky Millers Association, speak-
ing at the organization's annual
convention, said the 1946 wheat
crop was a normal one of 5,-
000,000 bushels.
He said flour-making would
be resumed under government
restrictions based on eighty-five
percent of the 1945 distribution.
Millers generally, he said, con-
sider the government's "extrac-
tion flour" as of unsound and un-
satisfactory quality and better





Warsaw —(IF)— Youthful Pat-
rick Howarth, press attache for
the British embassy here, isn't
running competition with the
Polish political parties, but his
work is getting the "play."
He has placed big billboards
with pictures of British news
events and life in the window&
of tourist bureaus in principal
cities.
In Cracow, for instance, there's
often a crowd of people eight to
ten deep gazing at British pho-
tographs. Across the street, us-
ually only two or three interest
themselves in a display by the
Communist-backed Polish Party
of anti-British and anti-capital-
istic cartoons.
field, was reelected president of
the association and Long was re-
elected as secretary-treasurer.
Twenty-eight members of the




K.U.'s Rural Extension Program Stymied By
Lack of Poles, Transformers, Meters —
' President Watt Promises Early Relief
rRO
UGHOUT the entire United States, shortages of
labor and materials are
holding up distribution of pro-
ducts and services.
Kentucky Utilities Company
Is no exception among the or-
ganizations wh ose post-war
plans rae being delayed by seri-
ous sho-tages in nearly all key
materials. With its overall
goals snowing the effects of
America's production showdown,
K. U. is fighting an uphill bat-
tle to maintain a slow but steady
pace in its efforts to bring elec-
tricity to more Kentucky farm-
ers.
Electric • companies through-
out the country are suffering
from lack of materials, and when
it is pointed out that at least
two-thi;iis of all electrified farms
in the country are served by the
tax-paying utilities, it becomes
apparent that the tiny trickle of
available supplies mus tbe spread
very thin. When compared
with transformers and meters,
sirloin steaks and butter are
olentiful.
Engineers Are Stymied
THE day of near-miracles be-ing done with what comes to
hand did not pass with the end
of the war. K. U's engineer-
ing and purchasing departments
are doing those same near-mir-
acles today, but acute shortages
of poles, crossarms, transform-
ers, meters, and other line hard-
ware have been stymied.
"No one understands better
than we do the plight of the
Kentucky k farmer who wants
electricity on his farm," R. M.
(Bob) Watt, president of K. U.
earnestly declared recently.
"K. U. has reduced its reserve
stockpiles to an absolute mini-
mum in order to extend its fa-
cilities to an increasing number
of Kentucky farms. When the
present materials bottleneck
clears up. K. U. will be among
the first to get supplies, and we
have been assured that we shall
get at least our share."
Maintenance Needs Cited
MEANWHILE, Mr. Watt con-
tinued, Kentucky Utilities
Company is bu,lding as rapidly
as possible with the dribble of
supplies that is coming in. Reg-
ular maintenance takes quite a
share of this dribble, for some-
times the materials that won't
string a mile of line will keep a
hundred miles in operation.
With the comparatively small
amount of equipment allotted to
them, K. U was able to run only
60.7 miles of line in January and
February, 1948, and to add 185
customers to its books. Hun-
dreds of additional miles have
already been programmed with
the go-ahead signal awaiting on-






You can load an active life
without restraint when you're
wearing a Sienderwear girdle by
Luxite. For this wonderful new
2-way stretch girdle allows
you ported freedom of move-
ment even while holding
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attendance of only 21.
a fans which Mr. Joe Mc-
jean of Peoples Service Store
nt to the 
church by Mrs. Clint
dd are greatly 
appreciated.
Mrs. Zora Wilson spent 
Sat-
ay night and Sunday with
iss Nola Wilson.
Mrs. Rosa Storms spent Sa
t-
rday night with 
Mrs. Aman-
as Baker.
Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Roge
rs
•et Sunday with Mr. and
Aaron Rogers. Mr.. and
rs. Felix Mitchell wer
e after-
000 visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rogers
d children and Mr. C. B. Ro
-
ens attended a birthda
y dinner
t Mr. Taylor's, 
near Cadiz,
unday.
Misses Dorothy and Robbie
orms visited Mrs. T. A. Davis
unday afternoon.
Mrs. C. R. Overby has re-
ined home from Jennie
tuart Hospital, and is getting
ong nicely.
Mr. and Mrs. Shellie Wyatt
isited relatives in Madisonville
unday.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Rogers
'sited , relatives in Princeton
turday night and Sunday.
Misses Alberta and Velma Vin-
e entertained with a miscellan-
sus shower Saturday night in
Attends Club Camp
Miss Rachel Johnson, 4-H club
member from Warren county,
was selected to attend the Older
Club Members' Conference at
Jacksons' Mill Camp in West
Virginia the week of June .17.
This is the third year that a re-
presentative of Kentucky 4-H'ers
has been invited to attend.
honor of their sister, Mrs.
Coolidge Mitchell, a recent
bride. A large crowd attended
and many beautiful and useful
presents were received.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Garnett Oden
of Princeton visited Mrs. Annie
Rogers and family Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Oden
and children, Joe. Jerry and
Connie Ruth; Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie Ladd and sons, Royce
and Billie, visited Press Lilly
and family Sunday.
Jim Brummit and family,
M r s. Ophelia Storms a n d
children visited Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey Croft and children Sun-
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Gray spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Edd
Gresham.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McGow-
an; Mr. and Mrs. Otho Storms,
and children visited Mr. and
Mrs. Claud Storms Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. McAlister
of Princeton visited Mr. and
Mrs. 0. W. Dunning last week.
Miss Maurean Rogers visited
her aunt, Miss Nola Wilson,
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd
visited Miss Nola Wislon Sun-
day afternoon.
Pepsi-Cola Company. Long I stand City, N. Y..








Morray, June 18 —Miss Ann
Littleton, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Littleton, 201 S. 8th
at., Murray, was elected "Body
Beautiful of 1946" at Murray
State College's annual water
carnival this summer. The Phy-
sical Education Club and the
"M" Club sponsored the car-




The recent sale of half of the
timber on a 150-acre tract in
McLean county for $126,500
brought out the fact that lum-
ber production is still highly
important in Kentucky, says
W. E. Jackson, extension for-
ester for the State College of
Agriculture and Home Eco-
nomics.
The 11,000 trees, which were
white oak, were sold at auction
by George Bryant, living near
Semiway, to the Medley Dis-
tillery at Owsnsboro for the
manufacture of barrel staves.
Fourteen to 40 inches in diame-
ter, Mr. Jackson estimated they
contained 850,000 board feet of
lumber.
Other trees on the 150 acres are
mixed varieties. The total.- lum-
mer in the whole tract, includ-
ing the oaks sold, is estimated
at 1,750,000 board feet.
Vetch And Rye
Do Double Job
Columbus Ball, a McCreary
county farmer, told County
Agent George D. Corder how
vetch and rye made a double
crop by providing pasture and
green manure to turn under.
He sowed 100 pounds of vetch
seed and four bushels of balbo
rye on two and three-tenths
acres. On Feb. 24 he turned in
six cattle and two horses. After
51 days of grazing there still
was a big growth to plow under
for corn.
Everybody reads The Leader!
Pasteurized
MILK
Our cop on a bottle of
pasteurized milk is your
guarantee of purity, sani-
tation and quality.
Phone 161
ii health insurance! Serve
it at every meal. Your
family will not only enjoy
the creamy texture and
delicious taste of our pure,
rich pasteurized milk, but
they will thrive on it. Ar-
range to have a quart or
more in your refrigerator
at all times. It's perfect as





With meat harder to get every
day, the suggestion that farm-
ers try to produce a better sup-
ply for their own tables, comes
from Grady Sellards of the Ken-
tucky College of Agriculture and
Home Economics.
Just at this time of food
scarcity, Sellards said more
farmers should go back to the
old-time practice of home-
meat production. In other words
he would have about every
farmer raise a few hogs, a calf
or two, some lambs and a lot
of chickens for his own table.
"The farmer who does this
will have the satisfaction of
having meat on the table every
day, while town people may be
finding it difficult to buy any
meat at all," said Sellards.
Since pork Is such a good food,
and can be made into so many
kinds of products, and cures so
well, Sellards puts first empha-
sis on more hogs for home-meat
supplies. While grain is desira-
ble to feed hogs, they can be
raised on a variety of feeds, in-
cludingbalfalfa and clover, milk,
buttermilk and waste scraps
from the ,kitchen. Hogs allowed
to run about the place may pick
up a large part of their living,
Sellards pointed out.
It was suggested that farmers
form meat rings to provide a
supply of fresh meat. Each mem-
ber of a ring furnishes a fat ani-
mal to be slaughtered at a time
mutually agreeable to all, and
the carcass divided among all
members.
Whatever the method used to
provide more home meat, Sel-
lards believes that farmers as
well as many families is small
towns might well consider pro--
ducing more of their own meat
just at this time.





• Is your car in shape to give
you maximum service this sum-
mer? If you need money for re-
pairs, let us supply it.
We advance cash for motor
overhauling, tire recapping,
brake relining, or any other re-
pairs your car may need.
Come in or phone. You'll ,e
(live prompt tertite.
Finance Corp. of Ky.
George A. Pottinger, Mgr.
Princeton, Kentucky
JAP TORPEDO FOUND—A Japanese torpedo, found near the
ColdenseatelSYklge at San Francisco, is handled by Navy bomb
disposal crew preparatory to exploding the war head. When ex-
ploded later, it went up in a flash of flame that shook the beach.
(AP Wirephoto)
(Br Assoc,atea Press)
New York—Leaders in the tex-
tile and clothing industries pre-
sented an optimistic outlook for
most types of goods, with the
exception of men's shirts.
Addressing the textile section
of the New York Board of Trade,
Max J. Lovell, director-counsel
of the Natiqnal Association of
Shirt and Pajama Manufactur-
ers, said:
"The way things are going
now, we calculate it will take
about 2 years to fill up the well
springs and give manufacturers
and retailers a chance to rebuild
a little stock in shirts."
Shirts are being produced at
about 8,500,000 dozen a year, or
30 percent below normal, but a
greater percentage of production
than usual is going into sports
types. Lovell said 0. P. A. re-
strictions and lack of piece goods
were Principal deterrents to
output.
Lovell attributed lack of white
shirts to the fact that "white
cloth isn't being produced be-
cause there isn't the profit in
turning it out that there is in
other fabrics."
W. Ray Bell, president of the
Association of Ccitton Textile
Merchants of New York, asserted
that the cotton goods supply
situation was improving. He
added that yardage for domestic
"nd export needs was greater
than in 1939.
Civilian Production Adminis-
tration set-asides Stave hampered
normal distribution of the fabric,
Bell said, adding that "free mar-
ket tonditions would take better
care of the distribution system."
Jerome I. Udell, president of
Max Udell Sons & Company,
men's clothing manufacturers, es-
if you arewaiting for a lel&
phone you can be sure that our 
carefully.
handled record of your request will assure
your getting service at the earliest possible
moment consistent wills the facilities situation
in your area.
When you asked for a telephone, the service
representative made a record of your request.
As she fills requests in your area placed earlier
than yours, the date you will receive service
is brought that much nearer.
As soon as we can secure and install the facilf:
ties required to serve your telephone, she will
get In touch with you to arrange for its instalisi-
tion. We know you are anxious to get your
telephone . . . and we are lust as anxious to
serve you.
Intricate emirs' office equipment, lines and cables
required before we can connect additional telephones
In many areas I being manufactured and installed
as rapidly as possible.,




At What A Price!
Honolulu —(W)— A Hoosier
girl wore at her graduation an
expensive lei flown from the
Hawaiian Islands. Made of 12
snatched white cattleya orchids,
t was sent by a friend to Mary
Longshore of Brazil, Ind.
Here when orchids are sold in
groceries for 15 cents each, it
icost $126. Florists estimated it
'would have cost $500 in the
United States.
timated the supply of suits
would not catch up with demand
at least until the fall of 1947.
Nearly 2,500,000 suits are being
cut monthly. he added.
Arthur Besse, president of the
National Association of Wool
Manufacturers, said 'Today there
is no shortage of woolen goods."
He estimated prices were up
about 25 percent over 1941.
Erwin Feldman, director-coun-
sel of the National Association
of Housedress Manufacturers,
said there were plenty of dresses,
but "prices and quality are
wrong." He said the $1 house
dress of the prewar period "is




Despite high feed costs, re-
turns from well-managed poul-
try flocks are only slightly be-
low last year, according to a 10-
year demonstration flock sum-
mary issued at the Kentucky
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics.
For April, owners of 26 flocks
containing 3.633 hens reported
an average of 48 cents income
per hen above cash expenses.
Last year's returns, the highest
in 10 years, was 50 cents.
In a plea for better poultry
housing, the college noted that
a survey of over 1,0000 well-
managed flocks showed that








LARGEST IN WEST KY.
Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.
402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799
UNRRA is staffed by an i
tional civil service compris
bout 10,000 parsons recrui
roes 43 nations.
A snake's heart is general!
ocated about one-fifth the dis,






"Not For A Day, But
For All Time."
We Stay and Pay
"When you buy insur-
ance from this Agency,t:











* LOOK LIKE NEW
SUING SUDS. INC • INDIANAPOLIS IND
A Word of Real Value
to the Wives
A limited number of
BENDIX machines are
now coming in.
Get on our list for early
delivery. For informa-
tion about the satisfac-
tion of BENDIX ask any
owner or call us about
the ...
Besuld>zauto.u. ailame .2asoubut






'1 Bowles Says Jump Will
t
In Be 20 To 25 Percent
4' By Next March
Under New Law
Washington, (1P) — C h est er
:Bowles said living cost increases
lhus far are a "drop in the buck-
at compared to the deluge which
gill strike the American con-
miner" if price control changes
aroposed by Congress become
aw.
At the same time the stabilize-
'ion director declared that price
Acreases which have been grant-
have been "dangerously dis-
t4; .011"ted and exaggerated."
Bowles said a "group of re-
Ponsible statisticians" has esti-
1-sated that the effect of the billBit _ - --ler( lready --iies—iediarbit. the -House
i ( Iould be to increase the cost
an s f living 20 to 25 percent by
pl.., ext 14arch. He added, that this
, are ,oes not take into account "wage
an( tcreases which would be forced
t, — 'Y higher living costs and which
t''' *•••• ' i turn would be reflected in
I' ill higher prices."
I ' Bowles said there is "general
t 'treement" that the bill passed
41 ' v the Senate "would be per-
sps more disastrous" than the
:buse legislation.
C. In stating that price increases
,:ready granted have been dis-
!'rted and exaggerated, Bowles
1 a :I ided:
cannot help believing that
is distortion has been encour-
A ed by the defeatists and thetlationists who, in their efforteliminate price and rent con-
als entirely or to cripple the
esent program through an
alanche of amendments, have
ide the irresponsible claim that
Ration is already here or is
avitable,"
The stabilization director, de-
wing that price control first
came effective with the hold-
s-line order in the spring of
13, said the Bureau of Labor
atistiel .cost of living index
towP.JThce that time an in-
?ase of 6.7 percent estimated
to July 1, of this year." He
ded that of this climb, "3.3
reent or almost half has oc-
rred since V-J day."
Bowles acknowledged that
my recent price increases have
emmed directly from the
ange in the wage-price policy"
1 February.
4. He said other increases were
cessary to stimulate production
low profit items, and that
no of those for food "were
, e to the need for increasing
i ,sin supplies available for ship-










THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
CHURCH COLLAPSES DURING TORNADO — The Grace Baptist church totally wrecked by a
tornado which hit the River Rouge business district, near Detroit, Mich., shown above. The River
Rouge Police said, all stores in one block were flattened, two houses were smashed, trees were
uprooted and power lines were down. At least a score of persons lost their lives. (AP WIrephoto)
Davis Co. Places
New Branch. Here
D. T. Davis Company, Lexing-
ton, Kentucky, announced today
establishment of a branch office
in Princeton.
B. M. Taylor, a former school
principal with A. B. Georgetown
College and M. A. from Univer-
sity of Kentucky, has been with
the company for the last 2 years,
residing in Princeton. He will
serve as manager of the office
and will employ one secretary
full time.
Mr. Taylor said most of his
time is to be spent i activity
at schools and churches, and
that this office is to serve as an
added source for a complete ser-
vice of visual aids in Western
Kentucky.
Mr. Taylor was instrumental
in organization of the recently
established Murray Cooperative
Film Library of films to serve
schools of this territory. He will
attend the clinic, June 21 and
22, at Murray College, to ac-
quaint teachers in use of films
for teaching.
and because of the clear inten-
tion of Congress" to reduce food
subsidies.
"Many of the reasons for the
increases in the past few months
are now behind us," Bowles de-
clared. "With the re-enactment
of the present price control act
and with an adequate budget for
its administration, I believe the
cost of living for the next six
to ten months would be kept
reasonably stable."
The stabilization chief said
that since the start of the war
in Europe in 1939 the cost of
living had risen "only about one
third as much as it rose during
the World War One period."
Caraway seed is imported us-
usally from Holland. It is good
mixed with cottage cheese.
'Corresponcier' Tom
yne -Has His Own-St
By Kyle Vance
(AP Newsfeatures)
Carlisle, Ky. — Tom Payne's
newspaper career began at the
age of 65, but now, at 67, he is
flirting with fame.
Payne spent less than a year
in a one-room log schoolhouse,
and he is putting every ounce of
that education behind his work
as Pleasant Valley "correspond-
er" for the weekly Carlisle
Mercury.
His style is something new In
news writing. His pencil and
paper are a slaughterhouse for
grammer and spelling. Blit he
is one of the most quoted writ-
ers in Kentucky.
His first news letter, written
in long hand, was turned over
by a befuddled editor to the
linotype operator with the nota-
tion to "see what you can do
about it." The piece was put
into type as written and it im-
mediately hit the fancy of Mer-
cury readers.
The "corresponder's" new
place in the spotlight has made
little change in his every-day
life. Wearing his hornrim spec-
tacles, he is still the community
handy man, and he lives with
his sister "in a little house on
the side of the road whare the
school buse turn a roun in the
yeard."
Payne is his own best source
of news, judging from the fre-
quency he uses his name, but
the "corresponder" believes lit-
tle personal items are of interest
to his readers. He wrote: "Mrs.
Addie Hunt who lives on the
northeast side of Mrs. Mary F.
Campbell washed herself Mon-
day."
His column reflects his posi-
tion as community handy man:
"Tom Payne has taken a con-
track cutten thorn trees and he
Loving Cup Coffee
(the coffee with the wonderful flavor)
lb. 21c 3 lbs. 59c
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Mien to "Bing Sings" WSON HENDERSON, KY., Daily 8:00 A.M.
Sundays 9:00 A.M.
RED FRONT
CASH a; CARRY STORES
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME
sed he bet he got stuck 10 thous-
and times with the thornes. He
said he didn't want a job like
that any more."
All of his columns begin
with: "Torn Payne is the corres-
pbnder," and many of his tall
tales end with the assertion,
"This is true," or "I don't know
whare it is true or not."
Asked for a sketch of his life,
Payne covered it In five short
paragraphs:
"On the 12th day of March,
1879, Tom Payne was borned in
a two-room log cabin on the
Clay farm near Myers, Ky. Then
I was mostly raised, there.
"My first marriage was Jan.
19, 1910, at Lexington. We had
no children. Then we separated
seven times in 11 months. Then
we divorced a few years. I mar-
ried again in 1917 and still had
no children. Then in 1939 I mar-
ried a woman from Wayne
county and we divorced soon
and still no children.
My first jobe was janitor of a
chapel near Brown county, Ohio.
I worked in a clothing store in
Lexington as a shipen clerk for
eight years and "never mad but
one mistake. Never got out of
first reader in school. From
there to North Folk, Virgine
work in ships yard five years.
"Now I live at Pleasant Val-
ley where I am now correspon-
der for the Carlisle Mercury. I
started writen caloumns for
Carlisle Mercury in Nov. 1945.
"I hope this is the end of my
store which I never expect to
write again as I am getten up
in years. I can thank God for
all thes yeers I have past and
can say I am in thy best of helth
of what my age is. God bless
ever Kentuckyen and all over
America wher ever my story
goes and who redes it."
Masonic Meeting
Clinton Lodge No. 82 will hold
a called meeting 7:30 Monday
evening, June 24th, to confer
the second degree. Brothers take
notice. Visiting brothers wel-
come.
Earl Adams, master




bers of the Calloway County
Vegetable Growers Association
have planted more than 1,000
acres of tomatoes, the biggest
planting in its 8-year history,
W. H. Brooks, manager, said
today.
Brooks said members of the
vegetable co-operative expect to
market 50,000 bushels of toma-
toes this summer. He reported
prospects thus far were excel-
lent tor a good crop.
The association includes mem-
bers in Calloway, Graves, Mar-
shall and Trigg counties in Ken-
tucky and Henry and Weakley
counties in Tennessee.
Everybody reads The Leader!
President Is Never
Without A Shirt
(By D. Harold Oliver)
Washington — The road of a
President is not all rocks and
ruts. For example, consider the
gifts he receives. President Tru-
man gets about 200 a month,
more at Christmas.
They come from persons all
over the world, mostly by mail.
Some are presented in person,
sometimes with photographers
present, sometimes not.
The President is allowed to
keep all gifts addressed to him
and intended for him personally,
even if they come' from a for-
eign government. Gifts to the
government—say a valuable book
for the White House library—
remain the property of Uncle
Sam.
A great variety of things are
mailed to the President and
members of his family., Shirts,:e nylons, books by the score --
-Mostly autographed —some yel-
lowed with age; hand-painted
neckties, bedspreads, hand-em-
broidered tablecloths, v a se s,
canes, hats, suits, prize-winning
pies, fish, turkeys, crates of as-
paragus, cans of. honey.
More than 200 shirts have been
received at the' White House
since the President tried unsuc-
cessfully to buy -some on a trip
to Kansas City. Just his size
too, most of them. They came
from firms and individuals. A
farmer sent one of his old ones,
freshly laundered.
Mr. Truman has given some
of these away. Three went to a
reporter, same neck and sleeve
length, during a news confer-
ence.
There are several repositories
for gifts. The President has a
built-in case in his office where
he displays soma) of them. Wear-
ing apparel and household goods
go to the living quarters. On
the third floor is a "gift closet"
for gifts that probably will nev
en be 'used; ties a little too loud
for the dignity of the office;
red-white-and-blue salt and pep-
per shakers, etc. 'Down in the
basement is a "chamber of hor-
rors" for gim-cracks.
Among the latest gifts was a
set of instruments that belonged
to the British ship Resolute.
Queen Victoria presented Pres-
ident Hayes a desk made from
the Resolute's timbers. This desk
still reposes In the President's
study in the White House prop-
er. The little box of instruments
was donated by T. G. Todd of
Mobile, Ala.
Carved portraits of FDR and
his successor recently arrived
from Colombia as a gift from
that country's Evangelical
churches, A Peoria, Ill., donor
sent an "invasion prayer" on
copper plate, commemorating
June 6, 1944.
Each gift was acknowledged,
by the White House if personal,
by the State Department if gov-
ernmental. The Secret Service
gets the first crack at them,
with an X-ray machine. Doubt-
ful ones are tossed into water.
Edibles go first to the Agri-
culture Department for tests. If
a cat survives a hunk of prize
salmon, it goes back to the White
House kitchen.
It's Time Somebody
Did Something On This
Rockford, Ill.—VP)—The So-
ciety for Helping Other People
Along, a puckish paper organi-
zation devoted to offering grat-
uitous advice, has a suggestion
for towns that can't agree on
operating on slow or fast time.
The SHOPA plan is called
compromise time. Each day the
clocks would be set ahead one
hour at 2. p.m. for the benefit of
golfers and gardeners and would
be set back one hour at 9 p.m.
to please the farmers.
•••••••—•••—....m11




All during the trying times which
all of us have had in the past few years.
It is our desire that each time we serve





JUST RECEIVED a shipment of
New materials — Seersucker,
Spun Rayons, poplins and
other cotton materials. Feder-
Lted Store, It
WANTED — GIRL TO WORK
AS COMBINATION OFFICE





A L L INFORMATION IN
FIRST LETTER AND SAL-
ARY EXPECTED. ANSWER
"X", P. 0. BOX 529, PRINCE-
TON, KY.
ALL STEEL trailer, complete
with four 600 x 16, 6-ply tires,
$149.50. Sears Order Office. it
FOR SALE—One good brood
mare. See Ernest Storm.
Route 2. 2tp
ECONOMY Chief separator, $21.-
50. Skims-to 2 over 100 of
1%. Sears Order Office, It
CHILDRENS dresses sizes I to
6. Federated Store, It
SINGLE milker units, $58.40 and
$46.10. Sears Order Office, It
JUST RECEIVED a shipment of
ladies summer hats in white
and pastel colors. Federated
Store. It
BUY CHICKS NOW—Last hatch
of the season coming off Sat-
urday, June 1. P. 0. Box 27;
Phone 3062, Paramount Hatch-
erg, Eddyville, Ky.
AUTOMATIC gas water heater.
20-gal, capacity tank, $49.50.
Available for natural mixed or
manufactured gas. Sears Order
Office, It
BOYS wash suits sizes 1 to 8.
Federated Store, It
SPECIAL — OVERALLS. Both
band top and bib top overall
pants. Band top, $1.64; bib top
$2.01. Sears Order Office, It
JUST RECEIVED from New
York a shipment of ladies
dresses. Federated Store. It
Notice
The Caldwell County Board of
Education is now receiving bids
for 6000 bu. of coal, more or
less, to be delivered to the var-
ious school houses in Caldwell
County. Bids should be brought
or mailed to the office of the
Caldwell County Board of Edu-
cation, Courthouse, Princeton,
Ky., on or before 10:00 A.M.
July 1, 1946. The Caldwell
County Board of Education re-
serves the right to reject any
and all bids.
Signed
FLOYD E. JONES, Chairman
E. F. BLACKBURN, Secretary
Serving In Marines
•
Pfc George R. Taylor, USMC,
has been stationed at Marine
Barracks, Naval Air Station,
San Diego, Calif., since Sept-
ember. He received -his basic
training at Parris Island, S. C.
,,He is the son of Mrs. Willie
Wyatt, of the Dripping Springs
community.
Ky. Farm News
Kentucky 103 hybrid corn is
popular in Monroe county, fol-
lowed by U. S. 13 and Ky. 203.
Ninety-five percent of the
sheep in Taylor county are on a
phenothiazine-salt mixture.
Four-H club members in Ma-
son county made more than 300
articles of clothing which were
exhibited at 10 rally day pro-
grams.
For the third year, Metcalfe
county 4-Hclub council provided
hybrid seed corn on a loan basis
to club members.
In Pjlte county, approximately
3,000 +kudzu crowns have been
set.
Many farmers in Bullitt coun-
ty are keeping only half the
number of sows usually kept.
Approximately 1,000 acres of
land will be contoured in Hick-
man county this year.
Everybody reads The Leader!




To Be Probed By
ported 
Grand Jury of a L
Sturgis, June 18 —vp)._
minister on the eve of, tueai
would 
oamun al dyo of r 
request 
qau Sturgis.em  ta
county and Mayor E. C. Cal.
declared a "hnoax:rin' otuodnacyed byhe
liquor option election here Was
Sheiiff Steve Peak of Uniou
Circuit Judge
Marvin Blackwell, of Dixon, to
ctiaglal t iaonspoefc i ati gh e raannol jegeudrykiidnnvaep.s.
ing "and lay the facts beforemthaemhec
Sheriff
said a two-weeks inquiry
if  Peak and Mayor Cal.
by the sheriff and Sturgis pc,
lice "established beyond az
resaonable doubt" that the pur-ported kidnaping reported by
the Rev. C. L. Nicely, pastor of
the First Baptist Church here
waTs"ahsotaoxr,"he pa  now at a hospitalnear Nashville, Tenn., told Oh-
cers he was taken from his
church study Sunday night, Jtine
2, by four white men with black-
ened faces, driven into, the coun-





cently completed aerial survey
by the state game and fish de-
partment set Wyoming's anetlope
population at 48,043, in contrast
to an estimated 5,000 forty years
ago. But the department warned
that an antelope kill of 42,579 in
the past three years was far too
heavy and this year's permits
will be limited to 11,000. Ante-
lope still are outnumbered by
deer which the census estimates
at 64,058.
Perfume should be kept in
dark cool place, away from ugh,
This Means You . . .
If you employ 3 or more persons in your business. Ken-
tucky's New "Workmen's Compensation Act" became a law
yesterday, June 19, 1946 at 12:01 A.M. This law provides
that employers with three or more employees must post
satisfactory security with the Commissioner of Industrial
Relations in the event the employer does not elect to oper-
ate under the provisions of the Act. Let this Agency help
you. We write Saw Mills as well as other types of Com-
pensation Insurance. See or call this agency for rates and
savings.











Beulah Vaughn, Wac, former member of Girls' Championship
Team, will pitch for Camp Campbell.
All proceeds to go to the Caldwell Memorial Hospital Fund
Admission
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